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Proceedings
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The Summit is finished. The work goes on. EHP grows and evolves. Please join Us!
Review these proceedings. Find the issues and themes that are most
important to you. Notice any holes, especially ones you can help fill.
And join the EHP Community group at LinkedIn. Let's keep these
conversations going and evolve EHP together!
Please note that this document may contain errors. It was only lightly edited in an
effort to retain our attendees’ original content, intent, and authenticity.

Thank you!
…for all of your learning and contributing in the first two days of our EHP summit. Here
are all of the notes you captured, on more than thirty issues related to EHP’s future.
Please read and review all the notes – especially those sessions that you’ve
not seen or participated in. Then make a list of the issues that you think are most
important – for yourself, your work, and the larger field – the issues that deserve
the most immediate attention, resources and action. The issues are numbered to
make this easier.
Make a form on paper (like the one below) to help you vote. On our virtual
summit wall (mural), you’ll have 20 votes to allocate to the issues you think are
most important. This isn’t about picking winners and losers, it’s about noticing
energy, alignment, and readiness.
Allocate your votes based on the importance of the ideas (substance) – not
the quality of the write-up (presentation). There will be plenty of time later to
work out the details and make things pretty.
First thing Friday morning, we’ll finish our review and you’ll enter your votes to do a
quick prioritization of issues. Then we’ll review the results, have one last round of
working sessions to identify next steps, and finish altogether in a closing “circle.”
Major Themes or Constellations? As you read, look for any major themes that run
through many issues and/or sets of issues that want to hang together as a constellation.
Make a note of these as possible areas of discussion and focus for immediate next steps
on Friday.

Issue Number

How Many Votes to Give Each One?
(you'll have a total of 20 votes)

Most Important:
#2
#3
#4
#5
more if you like…

Major Themes:

Constellations of Issues:
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Summit Invitation
EHP Virtual Strategic Planning Summit
Shaping the Future of Environmental Health Perspectives: Issues and Opportunities
You are invited to explore and shape the future with us, starting on January 28, 2021!
Please join us for the EHP strategic planning summit - a virtual event to explore the futures
of the environmental health sciences and scholarly publishing, map a strategy for
Environmental Health Perspectives (EHP), and cultivate a more connected and collaborative
EHP community.
As scientific publication and the environmental health sciences evolve, what should EHP be
focused on? What programs do we need to start or create? What innovations should we
consider? Are there opportunities to grow or make progress? What are the essential
elements of the journal and what seems less relevant? What new scientific and applied
directions are emerging in the environmental health sciences? What contributions can we
make in catalyzing the field? These are the kinds of questions we want to explore and
answer with you.
About EHP
Since its launch in 1972, EHP has established itself as a high-impact, reliable, and
trustworthy source of scientific information connecting the environment and human health.
EHP strives to publish the most impactful and dynamic findings from across the diverse
disciplines of environmental health science. EHP informs the environmental health research
community, administrators, policy makers, advocates, health care professionals, and
educators around the world as they work to improve public health.
EHP entered a new phase this year by initiating an editorial model with leadership from
outside the NIEHS full-time staff. EHP relies on the volunteer services of our passionate and
talented editorial boards, contributors, and reviewers, as well as the support and interest
from our discerning readers.
Now is the time to bring those diverse partners and stakeholders together--with EHP leaders
and staff--to chart the future of EHP's leadership in the environmental health sciences and
scholarly publishing.
About the EHP Strategic Planning Summit
The Strategic Planning Summit is a unique opportunity to collaboratively design the future of
EHP with a large, diverse group of leaders in the field of environmental health science and
scientific publishing. It will span three days in January and February 2021, hosted on Zoom,
with a wide open, self-organizing format that won't be anything like the Zoom meetings
you're used to.
In the opening hour of the Strategic Planning Summit, you'll work with dozens of invited
colleagues to craft our strategic agenda for the next two days of working sessions. Any issue
or opportunity that you see as important to the future of EHP and your work in the
environmental health sciences field will be on the agenda, if you want to put it there. Then, in
the following breakout sessions, every issue raised will be explored, addressed, prioritized,
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and included in the reporting that will drive a new, emergent strategic plan and process for
EHP.
You'll have the freedom to move between issues and groups, connecting broadly or diving
deeply, to maximize your own learning and contribution. You'll receive the notes from all the
working sessions and help set strategic priorities for the next months and years of our work.
Schedule
The summit will be hosted on Zoom, spanning three days:
Thursday, January 28, 2021
10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. EST
Welcome, Opening, Agenda Creation
Three rounds of self-directed small working sessions
Recap and Announcements
Tuesday, February 2, 2021
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST
Welcome and Updates
Four rounds of self-directed small working sessions
Recap and Announcements
Friday, February 5, 2021
10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. EST
Review and Prioritization (voting)
Immediate Next Steps
Summit Closing
Schedule and Participation Notes:
You'll have the flexibility to come and go as you need to, but please make this work
your top priority on these days.
Please plan on being a fully engaged participant, especially during the
Opening session, when we will set our agenda.
You'll want to join from a comfortable place, on a computer, with video on, not a
tablet or phone.
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What Happened?
On three days in early 2021, 77 staff, editors, contributors, readers and other friends of
EHP came together in a virtual strategic planning summit. This collage of logos shows
some of the places we came from:

We met via Zoom, using an approach called Open Space* and a visual collaboration
platform called Mural. (next page) We started with no more agenda than was outlined in
our Invitation (previous pages). In our first session, we organized a working agenda of
more than 40 issues to be addressed in seven rounds of small group working sessions.
After some combinations, in the rest of the first day, small working groups self-managed
13 of those sessions in the first three rounds. On the second day, we worked through
another 20 breakouts. The notes from these sessions were captured and compiled into
one document, and shared with all participants.
On the third morning, we reviewed all those notes, evaluated the importance of all the
issues, voted to prioritize them, and organized one last round of breakouts, focused on
immediate next steps. (The point of the prioritization wasn’t to set policy or pick
winners/losers, but to show us where the energy and alignment is.) A closing circle gave
everyone a chance to reflect and comment on their work.
This document reports all of this work. The notes shared in the following pages are a
work in progress, captured and typed by the participants themselves, in the heat of high
learning and active conversation. Their primary purpose is to inform and enable the next
round of conversations and actions. They are full of insight and passion, but they’re not
always pretty or exhaustive. They are your invitation to help us keep these important
conversations going. Join our LinkedIn group to do that.
*For more about Open Space, visit michaelherman.com and/or openspaceworld.org.
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Our Virtual Workspace (after two days of breakouts)
This image presents a high-level overview of our virtual workspace: our theme, a view of
what this would normally look like as a physical gathering, our three-day agenda “wall,”
and supporting spaces for initial orientation, tech support, announcements, capturing
and sharing session notes, and introducing participants to each other. It’s a big space.
Much of the detail won’t scale and be readable, but this gives a glimpse of the messy,
organic, creative spirit of the space.
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ISSUE #1: Open unblinded peer review
CONVENERS: Ziyad Al-Aly, Philippe Grandjean
PARTICIPANTS: Colleen Reid, Windy Boyd, Elizabeth Seymour, Michele La Merrill
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Mixed opinions from the team, some in favor, some neutral, and some lukewarm to the idea.
Suggestions have been made that this be made optional (the reviewer can opt in or out of
this open peer review process). Also, the authors are given the choice for the reviews are
published along with the paper as a supplement.
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ISSUE #2: How to encourage reviewer participation at EHP
CONVENER: Sara Adar, University of Michigan
PARTICIPANTS: Kelly Ferguson, Tarik Benmarhnia, Kristin Inman, Julia Warren, Sabah
Quraishi, Judy Thomas, Michele LA Merrill, Joel Kaufman, Hui Hu, Stephanie London,
Rachel Shaffer, Sara Adar
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Motivating issue: Only ~50% of invited reviewers accept invitation, in part because the work
is time-consuming.
Thoughts:
Accountability
Ensure that the # reviews per year for editorial board is clear and make people
accountable for these.
Remind people with accepted papers that this occurred because of reviewers.
Write a piece about importance of peer review and give guidelines for the number of
reviews per year given your submissions.
Consider sharing with people the number of reviews that they have accepted or declined
when asking for them to review.
Increase Reward Structure for Reviewing
Consider ways to make work more visible and recognized for promotion.
o Awards for best reviewers
o Personal message from editors.
o Publish a list of reviewers at the end of the year (maybe with different circles based
on number of reviews or quality done)
Increase communication for who is doing a good job either through individual letters from
the editors or as awards so that they can self-promote to go up the ranks in the editorial
team.
Inform people about the system so that if you do a good job then you could be included
in the next editorial board, etc.
Have reviewers directly individualize invitations so that reviewers feel seen and directly
targeted.
Increase Pool of Reviewers
Create a junior editorial board
Create training initiatives to help new researchers become good reviewers and mentor
them
Consider a nomination system for unknown but excellent reviewers.
Have a person whose job it is to identify good junior folks.
Evaluation of System – Study which approach makes a difference
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ISSUE #3: Make EHP relevant to people outside
CONVENERS: Richard Kwok and Tracey Woodruff
PARTICIPANTS: David Reif, David Peden, Liz Geltman, Susan Booker Woolard, Sally
Darney, Erin Dooley, Hui Hu, Judy Thomas, Heather Patisaul
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
One Goal – how to improve EHP being the go-to place for environmental health
science/issue
How to make journal more accessible/visible/understandable to outside audiences/Options
for showing what is important and connecting it to others
Editor’s choice paper – identify those papers that are regulatory/policy interest
Beyond our scope - highlights related articles – surveying other journals
Have a highlights section/explain the so what in bullets – short box –
Have articles link to other journals/articles of interest
Invite authors provide a short summary of why your article is important/provide social
media content
Translate into Spanish and other languages – summary pieces – translate pieces for
social media content
Low literacy translation
Require infographics for articles – or invite authors to provide infographic
More synthesis orientation in the journal
Promote/emphasize systematic reviews
Note that academics may be discouraged from writing review articles –– re promotions Communication and Outreach
Review/evaluate effectiveness of news section/communication tools – see if it is
effective/doing what it is supposed to - Review reach of content/social media =Invest in news development and promotion
Society of Env Journalists
Host a journalists day/webinar/info sessions
Should there be other content ways to convey information – podcasts? others
Podcasts/voicethread
More summary information that is a weekly digest/daily digest that is sent out – daily or
weekly communication
Should AEs do an identification of key articles a week/month – use as a method to
encourage new/young reviewers
EHP starting an editor’s comment feature - so make sure that you have a breadth of
investigator levels
Making research relevant/policy focus
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Policy issue/focus of EHP/articles that are more policy/translation – focus on
environmental health policy research – as a topic area –
Papers that are peer reviewed/about policy/policy implications – need to make sure and
have the right reviewers. Being an expert in policy analysis not necessarily mean a
scientist who has an opinion about policy
Sponsor a policy 101 piece
Open a forum to have the dialogue to have this in different types of ways to convey
this information
Other ways to promote EHP science
Should EHP have theme articles – synthesis article – (senior and early stage should be
included)/special collections
Or a theme/topic areas – EJ collection was a good idea In addition – having a living/digital theme/tagged articles that add to a living database
that are visual – (like a network map), evidence map, visual dashboard so people can
easily navigate to groups of articles. Using tags to aggregate articles. Ways to cross
link/highlight/tag articles
Should EHP have topic areas? Like Exposure, Children’s Health
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ISSUE #4: Spotlighting ESIs
CONVENER(S): Gwen Collman
PARTICIPANTS: Joel Kaufman, Manolis Kogevinas, Irva Hertz-Picciotto, Aisha Dickerson,
Cecilia Alcala, Kelly Ferguson, Susan Booker Woolard, Erin Dooley, Rachel Shaffer– list
may be incomplete and I might not have gotten names correct.
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
New Early Career Researchers Advisory Board has been formed by EHP. It gets input on
how EHP can relate to this community; EHP values their voice and wants to work closely
with them.
How to elevate, highlight, celebrate the work of the ESIs
o Ideas include designating them, paper of the year in the ECR category
o Spotlight stories of interesting work and career stories of ECRs (i.e. ECR column)
o Ask them for thoughts on emerging. High priority issues/areas of EHS
o Provide leadership opportunities for ECRs
o Checkbox at submission time to indicate if the first author (ECR) did most of the
heavy lifting
Provide services to ECRs to help them understand and excel at the publishing process
Giving ECR a voice in news stories
o When inviting comments about publications for new coverage use welcoming
language, invite opinions, pair interviews with ECR and Senior PI, as examples
o This will give incentive for ECR to get career development in science communication
and speaking with media
ECR representation on the editorial board (leadership roles for ECRs)
o EHP is revamping the editorial board and would love to have this type of
representation
o Reach out to more ECRs to be reviewers; consider training/mentoring program for
new reviewers that is similar to the NIH Early Career Peer Reviewers program
Social media
o Maybe consider a separate channel for EHP/ECRs to help build communication and
promotion of work
o Ask Authors for the twitter handle etc. and send out messages via social media with
those to create a conversation around the paper.
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ISSUE #5: Publishing Applied and Community Engaged Research at EHP
CONVENER(S): Matt Dellinger, Bono Sen, Kristen Cosselman
PARTICIPANTS: Matt Dellinger, Bono Sen, Kristen Cosselman, Others joined later: Windy
Boyd
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
1. EHP is a great source of high-quality basic research and epidemiology/toxicology, which
provides valuable information. However, applied research that covers practice, policy,
and community engagement best practices seems lacking.
a. Not clear if methodologically focused works, such as those sharing community
engagement/recruitment best practices will be well received either editorially or in
peer review.
b. Applied research is often limited in scope due to “on the ground” context.
c. As above, sample size is often limited.
d. Applied/translational research must publish short term progress on long-term public
health issues.
2. Research partnerships that are either international or in low-resource contexts (NA tribal
work, rural communities, etc.) operate with constraints that are not typical of groups
publishing in EHP.
a. Must defer research scope to community priorities.
b. Existing high-quality research using large cohorts not replicable in these contexts
c. International groups similarly constrained but tackling important issues that the
broader EHP readership could benefit from
3. Would like to see EHP publish work that demonstrates how basic research is translated
into practice in the afore-mentioned contexts.
a. Such scholarship would provide useful insights which can be used to adapt other
science to various applied research contexts.
4. Recommend creating a new article type such as “Methods and Practice” at EHP
a. Either new article category and/or special edition (could kick off with special edition,
guest editors, etc.)
b. Creates a space for the publishing of work that doesn’t fit the contemporary EHP
mold without compromising standards or rigor.
c. Such a space would also send a message to reluctant (or possibly disillusioned)
authors to submit to EHP.
d. Also, a way for EHP to take leadership role in mainstreaming these methods for
researchers who could use guidance on community engagement, application, and
translation strategies.
5. Some more considerations
a. Authors of applied, translational, and community engaged articles should be
encouraged to explain very clearly why our work conforms to different constraints
and adds to the existing knowledge of important environmental health concepts.
b. EHP should consider soliciting volunteers/staff/editors to draft guidelines for the
scope and standards of a new article type if they choose this option.
i. Perhaps guidelines of sections: “Translation, policy implications, recruitment
implications” etc.
ii. Part of strategic plan document?
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c. Some explorations of how to apply scientific research in community settings may
require sensitive philosophical discussions. Some examples:
i. Integration of traditional knowledge? How to publish this responsibly?
ii. Do risk affirming studies necessitate/obligate specific research goals? (i.e.,
always focus on exposure reduction or perhaps behavioral outcomes may better
match cultural priorities etc.)
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ISSUE #6: Eliminating barriers to promoting multidisciplinary and inclusive
science and translation in EHP
CONVENER: Keeve Nachman
PARTICIPANTS: Richard Kwok, Ziyad Al-Aly, Bernard Robaire, Kristen Cosselman, John
Stegeman, David Peden, Sabah Quraishi, Dianne Woelke, Liz Geltman, Matt Dellinger, Delia
Shelton, Keeve Nachman, Tracey Woodruff, Howie Frumkin
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Citizen science, traditional native voices, (see PEER.org), communities have a perspective
that is often overlooked and may be extremely (even more?) valuable
Potential for new section - more methodological for smaller studies that don’t fit the large
cohort model
Support for broadening journal’s perspective to include qualitative research - especially in
support of broader social engagement and policy influence
Expanding definitions of science and research - mechanism to mobilize this
Explicit journal goals and statement of scope - examine/modernize? Balancing being too
prescriptive vs. keeping door open for exciting, novel work. How do we deal with
misconceptions about scope and encourage the right kinds of submissions (broader tent)?
More feedback when a paper is triaged - rationale would be helpful to authors.
How do we decide on how big the tent is and what fits in it?
Call an editor to assess fit in advance?
Pre-submission inquiries could be a way to help - make this a form - require submission
of article to journal within X days
New areas - qualitative, computational, big data (EHR, molecular), planetary health, ecology,
native science/traditional ecological knowledge (NIEHS supports this type of
work), methodologies (biological monitors [zebrafish/oysters] - natural systems as monitors)
vs. techniques that require more specialized knowledge; in addition to broadening
publication, we need editors and reviewers with these expertises. Worries over assembling
review
EHP should strongly consider publishing science re: ecology, ecological receptors,
wildlife/etc. Recognition of connections among ecology/environment/public health.
We need a way to provide practical instructions to authors to filter out things that aren’t a fit.
Case studies?
Community engaged work - Vulnerable communities - how do they communicate amongst
themselves? Community network aspect of public health - is it in scope? Giving voice to
individuals from communities facing issues to influence/guide science - models exist, but
limited scale. How do we establish these networks? A la community engagement cores.
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Business model/journal prestige/impact factor
Alternative/additional evaluation criteria for journal success/prestige aside from impact
factor.
o Acceptable impact factor paired with… better coverage, other metrics, social media
coverage, pdf downloads, eigen factor
Spinoff/derivative/sister journals? Applied version of the journal?
We need editors and reviewers with expertise in new disciplines
What counts as a source article vs. what isn’t (editorial/commentary)
o Clarivate decides - moving target
Setting goals for time to triage or not - make transparent.
Differential pressures re: impact factor and barriers to some authors. How broad is the
target group from whom EHP wants to receive articles? E.g., in Europe, impact factor is
even more important re: promotion
EHP publications committee/advisory committee - keep the journal up to date re:
pressures of the “regulated community”
Separate advisory board from editorial board (this recommendation has previously been
made)
Bring in Associate Editors for triage process - notify authors of triage
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ISSUE #7: Planetary Health in Environmental Health Perspectives
CONVENER: Howard Frumkin
PARTICIPANTS: (14) Delia Shelton, Kai Chen, Elena Naumova, Kathleen Michels, Dianne
Woelke, Manolis Kogevinas, Betsy Galluzzo (IT Support), Sergio Ibarra-Espinosa, Joel
Kaufman, John Stegeman, Irva Hertz-Picciotto, Tarik Benmarhnia
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Highlights
Support: Expanding and reaffirming EHP’s interest and support for Planetary Health
Clarity: Need for EHP to define what it means by Planetary Health and signal this to
prospective contributors
Methodology: systematic and applied methods, embrace of relevant other fields such as
ecology, social sciences
Presence: innovative journal activities beyond just publishing papers e.g., professional
meetings, partnerships with organizations
Dissemination: journalists, educators, reporters
Policy in translation: Policy discussion, recommendations, and practice
Individual comments
EN: Developing a consensus or definition of planetary health
o Understanding planetary epidemiology, dynamic systems of planetary health, one
health.
KA: Conceptual frameworks for environmental health and policy, it’s not enough to have
evidence but how do you translate that information; applying policy and research
appropriately
o Recommendation - policy oriented research
o Best research on global change is published in other journals, radiation studies are
going to other journals, how do we attract more papers related to global change
JK: works at EHP hear to listen mostly
KC: Climate change health and global health alignment, increase representation on
systematic papers (air water more factors)
DW: impact of synthetic turf, infills effect on health (cancer), retired nurse, urban heat
islands caused by turf islands
SIB - climate change and loose of biodiversity, an interesting issue are the emerging
zoonotic diseases (like COVID19)
BG: observer
DS: increase the use of biological monitors, or disruptive technologies to understand
climate change
HF: need to tackle topics that are key global determinants of disease, e.g., climate
change, balancing the reductionistic viewpoint of epidemiological or lab studies. Need to
ask broad system questions e.g. What would the transition to a decarbonized society
look like? Why do we make plastics from petrochemicals? Why do we dispose of them
the way that we do?
JS: harmful algal blooms affecting neural development and population documents,
sensor technology, engineering of sensors of cells, zebrafish to examine mechanisms of
action for the toxins.
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Recommendations
Support
Solicit papers for this topic
Create a partnership with planetary health alliance to publish their proceedings
Presence
Associating with scientific societies and publish their proceedings
Special issues/topics/sections or hashtag a collection of papers
Methodology
Issue of methodology and methodology development
Appreciation and inclusion of traditional ecological knowledge, non-reductionistic
techniques, and citizen science for understanding planetary health
Defining the field: analytical rigor, truly interdisciplinary - not only ecology, biology, or
toxicology
Dissemination
Help readers understand the topic - teacher corner, take the topic to make it
understandable by the public and school children, reach the level of K-12 educators
Proactive positioning of the articles, which would involve the journal reaching out to
journalists.
Policy in translation:
Should the journal take a position on policy health papers?
- Debate on whether “how to change policy” should be discussed in the paper.
- “implications for policy can impact regulatory actions...which at the end of the
day, is often the only driver for change”
- There are organizations that provide policy recommendations, substantial real
estate is dedicated to policy, scientists are not policy experts, so partnerships
might be needed to understand to make recommendations, here are some people
that you can add to your team to write those policy sections or whole papers
- Don’t want people to over-interpret their findings related to policy. We want
research that can lead to good policy (e.g., risk assessment).
- Perhaps have policy reviewers/editors analogous to biostatistical
reviewers/editors
Interview and discussion between the main author and a policy maker about the
implications of the given paper.
Scope of Planetary Health
What scope of planetary health would be appropriate for the journal?
Journal should be very explicit what it means about planetary health as it comes into
that space.
Raise the question about long-term consequences, make publication more suitable
for a general audience (highlights), issues related to reproducibility.
“spotlights” or “emerging topics” to be featured in the journal.
Brief science section - discuss a new finding in the field
EHP can occupy a unique space of climate change and HEALTH that is not assumed
by other journals.
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ISSUE #8: Diversity in Article Types, Making sure all the scientific
disciplines are represented
CONVENERS: Erin Hines and Gwen Collman
PARTICIPANTS: Michele La Merrill
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
What is EHP’s scope?
Some researchers view EHP as a journal that would not accept their research because they
view the journal as an epidemiologic journal. The hope is that all authors with environmental
research feel comfortable and compelled to bring their research to EHP. NIEHS grantees
submit their work to the agency’s journal, thinking it would be relevant and they are rejected.
They believe that mechanistic or basic laboratory science should also be included in the
journal and sometimes they feel that is not the interest of the journal. But Joel Kaufman
emphasized that EHP’s composition reflects its submissions.
Show the public the categories of information that the journal publishes.
A possible solution to provide transparency is to report at the end of each year a breakdown
or dashboard, reflecting the types of articles that are submitted, reviewed and accepted to
EHP based on discipline-epidemiology, human clinical exposures, modeling, or basic
laboratory research (with categories divided as you see fit). Many perceive this to be a
journal for epidemiology only.
PR improvement needed re scope and timely reviews
Historically, scientists especially new or young investigators, are dissuaded from submitting
to EHP based on the process. The submission to accepted process may take too long. The
rigor of reviews is overly intense, especially at the second step of reviews after initial
response to comments. The second round of reviewers may propose changes as intense as
in the first round, etc. As people stop looking to submit at EHP, they also stop reading the
journal. A communications effort may be necessary to change perception.
Consider special edition journals with a focus
In the past, EHP had subsections that allowed for incorporation of specific research types but
that approach was abandoned. Some feel this may have left a void in specific research
types, like mechanistic or pathways work.
It would be worth considering a special edition. Papers can be accepted as they are received
and when all are received, they can be pulled together into an online special edition. Special
issues like environmental race inequalities or work from developing countries might be worth
exploring. Special issues can be coordinated through strong leadership and include
seasoned veterans as well as young investigators. Specific invites to people within a field
might be helpful to bring people back to EHP who may be now publishing elsewhere. It might
also be good to do a bit of open solicitation for the special issues because sometimes you
don’t know what you don’t know.
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Be transparent about your process:
It would be helpful to those who submit to EHP to know what the timeline is, i.e., within one
week would an author hear back from the journal about whether it will be sent out for review?
Will it be another month before the author hears back from reviewers? Metrics for status and
editors following those metrics over time might be helpful.
Allow for growth with new foci
We heard that a new feature has been added to EHP to allow for letters to be written about
specific topics. We feel this is a good addition.
Young investigators are our future.
Our younger investigators are interested in authorship in the journal but the authors are
limited if the EHP turnaround is too slow. Younger members Aisha Dickerson and Cecilia
Alcala are serving roles in support of EHP. But are there reviewers who are just beginning
their career? Younger reviewers reject articles more frequently, typically. Maybe a mentoring
program like what the journal ENDO does is to provide mentoring to young scientists by
senior scientists on or exiting the editorial board would be great to train the next generation
and to give great reviews.
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ISSUE #9: Valuing Innovation
CONVENER(S): Michele La Merrill
PARTICIPANTS: Heather Patisaul and Rick Woychik
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Innovation is valued by NIH and this is an NIH journal
EHP should encourage submissions at the current edge of innovation
Associate editor that keeps an eye on innovation in science general and among
submissions
EHP could be the Science or Nature of environmental health, but it has to capture
innovation
Examples of innovation
o multi-disciplinary collaborative science
o methods that are validated with EH-relevance of impact
o new approaches in gene editing and omics
o combined human observation with experimental
o combined artificial intelligence with experimental
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ISSUE #10: EHP Data Repository
CONVENER: Elena Naumova
PARTICIPANTS: Windy Boyd, Tarik Benmarhnia, Sergio Ibarra-Espinosa, Stephanie
Holmgren, Joel Kaufman, Robert Leon, Heather Patisaul, Adam Palumbo, Rachel Shaffer,
Tracey Woodruff, Julia Warren
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Benefits of having a data repository(ies) for sharing?
Increases discoverability of data
Supports transparency of research
Increases collaboration
Supports data longevity, especially of taxpayer-funded research
Prestige – the ‘one’ place everyone goes to
What challenges need to be overcome
One or multiple repos? EHP or NIEHS?
Be clear on purpose – 1) to direct readers to underlying publication data for transparency
and reproducibility or 2) encourage secondary analysis (requires different format,
navigation, annotation).
Financial commitment for creating an EHP repo
Different requirements for different data
Curation effort – what level of metadata granularity necessary to facilitate discovery
Culture shift - Researcher willingness to format data to make it shareable and reviewer
Techniques to overcome sharing of privacy/HIPPA data – summary/aggregate statistics,
synthetic data
Agreeing on consistent terminology for exposures and outcomes
Additional comments
What makes a quality repository? CORE Trust Seal–requirements to meet a certified
trustworthy repository
Data quality
o Principles – ACE2 (accessibility/availability, compatibility/comparability,
efficiency/ethics)
o Challenging to define – means different things to different people
Reproducibility and rigor
o Need more transparency and means for ensuring the published research is
reproducible
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EHP Current Data Sharing Policy
Any supporting data for Research Letters should be deposited in a data repository
recognized by the FAIR sharing organization. When possible, authors should choose a data
repository that fits the specific type(s) of data (e.g., GenBank for genomics data; PubChem
for chemical properties data). Otherwise, authors may post their data in a general database
such as the Open Science Framework, Zenodo, or Dryad. EHP encourages authors to host
relevant code, software, applications, or other relevant supporting information on GitHub or a
similar platform. When citing an electronic source in the reference list (website/web
page/database), use a direct link to the specific report, document, or fact sheet where
possible.
Suggestions
Provide more explicit data sharing policy with requirements for supplementary data or
underlying data to be posted to an existing domain or general repository. EHP
mentioned they have considered having authors submit to Figshare and link to
publication.
Enable EHP articles to be machine readable; besides the text ensure inputs, code, and
outputs are machine-readable (read .csv .json files rather than .zip files).
Be willing to publish replication studies of earlier published work
Adopt TOP guidelines – a new way of measure the ‘quality’ of a journal by emphasis on
how well a journal is taking steps to implement open science practices.
o Related is incorporation of using domain reporting standards where they exist, e.g.,
CONSORT, STROBE, PRISMA, more at FAIRSharing.
Create more dynamic, interactive presentation of information within the article
What can EHP do to ensure researcher is providing sufficient provenance and data
quality that study could be replicated? Propose a reviewer be specifically tasked to
replicate the paper and identify any potential issues; e.g., typos, missing code, etc.,
Recognize this may difficult to practically implement.
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ISSUE #11: What types of review and methods articles should EHP publish
CONVENER(S): Kristin Inman
PARTICIPANTS: Erin Dooley, Windy Boyd, Elena Naumova, Tracey Woodruff, Sergio
Ibarra-Espinosa, Kristie Ebi, Heather Patisaul, Richard Kwok, John Stegeman, Julia Warren,
Matt Dellinger, Kristen Cosselman, Joel Kaufman, Keeve Nachman, Ziyad Al-Aly, Bernard
Robaire, Rachel Shaffer, Elizabeth Seymour, David Peden, Bono Sen, Michele La Merrill,
Judy Thomas
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Posed to the group: what are peoples’ ideas about review types in general and what review
types should be published in EHP?
Focusing on systematic reviews means journal is missing opportunities to publish
seminal research that would be of interest to the readers.
o One participant added that some research does not lend itself to a systematic review
and thus several high-profile publications have been rejected because they were not
systematic.
o EHP is a leader in systematic review, but it is hurting the journal to not publish other
types of review
o Counterpoint: if you are going to have reviews that make conclusions on strength of
the evidence, we need to require scientific rigor. EHP can’t back off on that. EHP can
play a really important role talking about the quality of evidence in Environmental
Health and how it is similar to that in RCT.
o Making sure a systematic review is actually "systematic" is critical. So watching the
naming, or how they're called, is important.
Can we improve the quality of the systematic review by requiring a deeper qualitative
evaluation (one that goes beyond “there are x number of papers on Y topic, etc.”). These
types of analyses can summarize what research exists in an area but not the quality of
that research.
EIC Joel Kaufman posed a direct question: What reviews are we rejecting?
o Kris Ebi mentioned reviews that she has published that were going to ERL and other
journals
o One participant (Heather) mentioned that some of the key characteristics papers
where EHP wasn’t even considered because of ideas about what kind of papers EHP
publishes. Some of these went to Endocrine Reviews
o Policy review papers
o Realist review of policy intervention studies aimed at reducing exposures to
environmental hazards in the United States.
One suggestion is the invited review, about which there was a lot of discussion across
the entire session.
o There was some talk about having a dedicated review editor.
o Michele- would be happy to see invited reviews. Just part of the portfolio, not the only
mechanism of course.
o Heather: invited reviews can be a tool for boosting readership and advertising the
journal.
What about reviews of methods? And Reviews of emerging science- areas in which
people are not aware of what is out there on a topic.
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For review of methods- it should be rigorous how methods searched, but not the
same as for other review types.

There should be some ability for the Editors to make decisions on a case-by-case basis
as which important and impactful reviews should be published that may not adhere to the
stated review types. That being said, this should be publicized so that people do not
refrain from submitting high quality reviews of perhaps a non-systematic nature to EHP.
The review process is another thing. How do you review something more opinionated or
author synthesis?
EHP could consider what are the successful review papers in the field and we can model
a type on that. EHP could be “nature” journal for EH. These are not systematic review or
meta analyses.
David: draw in articles by linking with a review- organize reviews thematically. Is there a
space in EHP for controlled exposure studies?
The description of the “state of science” on the EHP website could be scaring people
away
Helpful list of review types: https://guides.mclibrary.duke.edu/sysreview/types
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ISSUE #12: Community outreach and education
CONVENER(S): Kristin Inman
PARTICIPANTS: Sally Darney, Kathy Crabtree, Hui Hu, Bono Sen, Mimi Huang, Erin Dooly,
Cecilia Alcala, Judy Thomas.
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
There was some miscommunication about what this topic was about- others thought it was
more about outreach and translation of the science to the broader community, whereas it
was meant to be about education of potential authors and reviewers about how to write a
paper, how to read a paper, how to review a paper. The session built off of all these ideas
with input from past EHP staff, current EHP staff, and other contributors, including members
of the newly appointed Early Career Researcher Initiative Advisory Panel.
Take-aways and notes
Education and outreach – NIEHS has education and outreach office.
EHP can offer more guidance on authoring/review
o E.g., through a guide for authors or a podcast.
o How to write an article
o How to read an article
o Reviewer pairing (e.g., mentored review where a junior reviewer is paired with a
more senior reviewer. Emphasis on training and/or feedback
o Guest speaker at colleges and grad schools
o Give AEs slides that they can use to act as ambassadors for EHP
Use of social media to get the science to the community
Increase readership by including lay summary with each paper, making content more
“available”
o Support for the use of lay summaries from multiple people.
Create policy briefs: policy makers are not reading the science; they need it summarized
in a meaningful (and accurate) way. The fact that it may be difficult for authors to state
how their work applies to policy was discussed- largely because authors don’t fully
understand how policy works. It is also important to remove the very vague statements
that e.g., “this work has implications for policy” and to replace with very specific ways in
which the work has these implications.
o Force the authors to think about policy and therefore force them to communicate
better with policy makers.
Communication on this topic (the need to disseminate the science to the community)
needs to be continued. We do research to better our communities and therefore we need
to make it accessible. Make a requirement for authors to talk about how their work will
affect the environment. Provide tweetable text so that the broader community can digest.
Takeaway sentences. We can have YouTube or podcast that we can highlight
takeaways. Here is how you can best optimize your health…
Podcasts… for example The Indicator (short, explanatory). This kind of format could be
interesting. Another approach is New York Times – publishing all the latest headlines.
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Something broad, maybe to cover more topics and reach a broader audience. Kind of
like the paper TOC. Introduce what is in the journal.
Previous EHP outreach and education initiatives
Outreach to authors of papers that were desk rejected, particularly for those who were
from LMIC and non-native English speakers
Seminars on how to write and publish manuscripts
Criteria for good reviews
Lesson plans based on the primary literature (can we put these back on the website?)
*there was a lot of positive conversation about the lesson plans we previously developed
Other training programs
NIH 1-month training course on scientific writing
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ISSUE #13: Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion in Environmental
Health Perspectives
CONVENER: Delia Shelton
PARTICIPANTS: (17) Stephanie London, Bono Sen, Sara Adar, Sabah Quraishi, Gwen
Collman, Mimi Huang, Kim McAllister, Hui Hu, Aisha Dickerson, Sally Darney, Cecillia Alcala,
Dianne Woelke, Robert Leon, Judy Thomas, Michele La Merrill, Julia Warren, Bernard
Robaire
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Diversify EHP. Change review board now, actively train future community members to hold
positions within the organization (e.g., editors, reviewers)
Transparency. Enhanced Transparency in the Journal Processes - Editors, Reviewers,
Submissions, Publications
Accountability. collecting journal metrics to ensure that diversity and inclusion is achieved
in all tiers of the journal
Scope. EHP states explicitly that it values health disparities, lower income country,
population and traditional ecological knowledge research
Community Involvement. Representation of issues and policies valued by citizens
Opening discussion about diversifying the Editorial Board/Reviewers
There were questions related to diversity of the editorial board e.g., What are the
demographics of EHP editors, reviewers, authors? As an NIH sponsored journal, do the
biases that pervade NIH funding invade the journal?
o Carnethon, M. R., Kershaw, K. N., & Kandula, N. R. (2020). Disparities research,
disparities researchers, and health equity. Jama, 323(3), 211-212.
o Stevens et al., (2021) Fund Black scientists. Cell
Why are higher-income countries disproportionately represented? None of the Deputy
Editors and Board of Associate Editors are from lower income nations or South America
or Africa.
Why are research intensive institutions disproportionately represented? There are no
editors from U.S. minority serving institutions (e.g., Tribal Colleges, Historically Black
Colleges and Universities, and Hispanic Serving institutions)?
When an individual inquired about making the editorial board more diverse and inclusive,
the person was rejected. The EHP responder said, the editorial board was set. They
learned that there were other barriers that limited editorial board membership including
previous publication in the journal. They asked, why do we have to wait until vacancies
arrive to make a more inclusive journal? Another person said, there are no rules on the
size of the editorial board.
The current process for recruiting reviewers is passive and there are several barriers that
limit representation on the review board. Reviewers have to self-nominate, previously
submitted, or published an article in EHP, be in the circle of an editor or in the outdated
database.
Does EHP need to diversify topics? Black scientists tend to publish on topics related to
health disparities, but this research is not funded by NIH. Are these topics also not
published in EHP?
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Hoppe, T. A., Litovitz, A., Willis, K. A., Meseroll, R. A., Perkins, M. J., Hutchins, B. I.,
... & Santangelo, G. M. (2019). Topic choice contributes to the lower rate of NIH
awards to African-American/black scientists. Science Advances, 5(10), eaaw7238.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Change the editorial board and reviewers now.
Change now. Immediately change the editorial board to make it more diverse and
inclusive, so that members from minoritized groups, lower income nations and other
marginalized communities are represented to create a more equitable and just journal.
Active recruitment. Active recruitment of editorial board members from others who have
won prestigious awards (e.g., McArthur Foundation; HHMI). For example, Dr. Catherine
Coleman Flowers, a Black woman, is possibly the second person in environmental health
research to receive a McArthur Genius grant. “We should claim her. She should be on
our board.”
Active training. Webinars, training sessions on becoming a good reviewer, mentoring of
senior professionals by junior professionals on being a reviewer or editorial board
member. These training sessions would be disseminated on social media (YouTube,
Twitter).
Increase transparency of rules to allow for individuals to get on the editorial board.
Publish Rules. Rules could be made more transparent by advertising on social media
(Twitter, Youtube), and having a guide on how to become a reviewer and editorial board
member on the main page of the EHP website. The “Guide for Editors/Reviewers” would
be similar to the “Guide for Authors”.
Accountability
Publish Demographics. Publish metrics to ensure the journal is accountable for future
milestones related to Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion.
o Include diversity as an evaluation metric for editors and reviewers
o Suggest that the journal collect data on gender and race/ethnicity of authors,
reviewers, and editors. Currently this is not asked. It should certainly be voluntary.
But without this you cannot evaluate how well you are doing at treating submissions
equally across these domains.
Identify and Eradicate Bias. Is there an “old boy’s system” in EHP? Create a
collaboration cloud between editors, reviewers, and published papers to determine areas
of bias that need to be eradicated.
Expand submission topics
State Values. EHP needs to explicitly state that they value research on health disparities,
environmental racism, traditional ecological knowledge, and studies from lower income
countries in the scope of the journal, to encourage submissions on these topics.
o Encourage land acknowledgements where the place where the studies are
conducted acknowledge the original stewards of the lab.
Active Recruitment. Active recruitment of submissions by people from underrepresented
groups by partnering with organizations such as Agents of Change, Society of
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Toxicology’s Toxicologists of African Origin, Hispanic Organization of Toxicologists,
Institute for American Indian Institute, and Out Toxicologists and Allies.
Articles that enhance the translation of research into policy should be prioritized.
Expand submission types
Special Issues. Showcase targeted topics in special issues. Currently the journal has
collections, not special issues, which relies on organizing topics on already available
studies rather than a forward and active approach.
“Living articles” can be used as a mechanism for collaborative projects to be published;
the target would be for individuals from lower income countries to have the opportunity to
contribute to a larger body of work in the journal.
Other expansions include the news, policy, and practice sections of the journal.
Expand opportunity
Public Involvement. Special issues can be suggested/nominated by the public to enable
the journal to better address issues of public concern.
Focus groups. Focus groups for activists, community organizers, citizen scientists, policy
makers, and others to voice concerns about topics, and point to areas of needed
research.
Value Community Expertise. Recognize the contributions of citizen scientists, activists,
and community organizers in protecting environmental and human health by providing
them with a more adequate forum to present their work. Submissions might be published
in the news section as tweets, YouTube, or other social media.
Activism
The journal has a duty to support public health crises. Some felt that EHP failed
individuals in the Flint Water crisis by not speaking out. The journal should make public
statements and provide journaled evidence about the risk related to contamination
events. For example, the APA provided a public statement on the adverse effects of
parent-separation in response to the US government placing children in cages.
o Statement of APA President Regarding the Traumatic Effects of Separating
Immigrant Families, May 29 2018
https://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2018/05/separating-immigrant-families
o Immigrant Family Separations Must End, Psychologist Tells Congressional Panel,
February 7. 2019
https://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2019/02/immigrant-family-separations
o APA and AACAP Deeply Concerned Over Reports that Parents of Children
Separated from Families at U.S. Border Cannot be Found, October 22, 2020
https://www.aacap.org/AACAP/Latest_News/APA_AACAP_Concerned_Parents_Chil
dren_Separated_from_Families_US_Border.aspx
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ISSUE #14: Book Reviews
CONVENER: Howard Frumkin
PARTICIPANTS: Nobody else came!
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Book reviews used to be a feature of many academic journals, but they’ve disappeared from
some. But books continue to be published, a means of sharing ideas that complements
journal articles. Recent notable book authors include Jim Hansen, Elizabeth Kolbert, Bill
Gates, Ruth DeFries, Ayana Elizabeth Johnson, and more. It might also be possible to
expand a Book Review section into a “Books and Media” section and include films (e.g. on
plastic pollution, environmental justice struggles, etc.) and other products. Especially in a
multidisciplinary field such as Environmental Health, with a scope ranging from ecology to
economics, from civil engineering to toxicology, from earth sciences to mental health, a good
review can help broadly inform readers of developments in different fields and help them
draw connections.
I can’t tell if the non-turnout to this session is because nobody cares for the idea of book
reviews, or because there were so many good breakout rooms going, with bigger concepts
under discussion, that everybody preferred those.
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ISSUE #15: Rather than uploading our preliminary findings at medRxiv,
should we have a repository for EH manuscripts or reports, where readers
can comment? In a corona-world, it seems that traditional publication is
out of sync with the real world.
CONVENER: Philippe
PARTICIPANTS: John Stegeman and Sally Darney
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Previously, Federation Proceedings would publish abstracts that were citable, but this is
history now.
In recent years, we have been able to use the bioRxiv or medRxiv as manuscript
repositories.
Given the long processing time for manuscripts submitted to EHP, could EHP allow authors
to submit their manuscript to a repository or release it through the EHP website?
The question is then what happens after a decision has been reached on a manuscript does it stay in the repository, does it get updated, or deleted?
On this background, would EHP consider establishing environRxiv? Or EHRxiv?
That would be useful to the academic and public community as a site where new EH science
would be available. Rather than mulling through 100s of papers in the current repositories.
The repository should have a comment function to allow discussion and dialogue – that
would be much better than sending a letter-to-the-editor.
EHP could initiate a network between journals in the field to collaborate and coordinate
outreach to inform communities, drawing attention and inspire news media.
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ISSUE #16: Supporting science communication for trainees
CONVENER(S): Rachel Shaffer
PARTICIPANTS: Joel Kaufman, Keeve Nachman, Liz Geltman, Judy Thomas, Kristin
Inman, Julia Warren, Sabah Quraishi, Kathy Crabtree, Kristen Cosselman, Susan Booker
Woolard, Erin Dooley, Mimi Huang, Tracey Woodruff, Howie Frumkin
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Dovetails with efforts around ECRs
EHP wants to increase news content/outreach
Liz: loves this idea
Masters/phd – think more about research in multiple modalities – twitter? Sharing
different types of data?
Press release, blog, tweet
Explain the value of scientific research to the public
Training next generations how to speak to the public
Parallel section – blogs, more articles – version of article that is more accessible to the
public – for policy makers?
Explains the “so what” issue
Keeve
EHN – sci comm training program – curates articles on certain topics; synthesize news
coverage on a particular topic – but this is a large commitment
New trainees – tagged to synthesize topics on certain areas – to correspond to their work
in getting up to speed on a topic; build networks
Kristin
ECR – giving them a voice – this ties into that directive
Joel
Think about the journal in a bigger way, more than just a place to publish articles
Funding from government = responsibility to do more
Interested, just about implementation
Liz
Not a lot of resources would be needed for this effort
Template for what you want for broader communication
Use young researchers – opp for interviews
Pool of people who can be called to summarize articles
Susan
Audience is evolving over recent years; originally more emphasis on reaching informed
lay audience, though have moved away from that in recent years - from a resource
perspective
o Also, why compete with EHN?
o Issue of bandwidth/brain power
Need to be careful with messaging from a federal journal – this takes a lot of oversight
Careful with partnerships
Social media – posting news from other sources that might be of interest to the
community
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How to present this in a way that is engaging?
This could be a place for ECR input?

Judy
Official audience – EH scientists & non-investigator community, including
NGOs/policymakers, students/trainees, general public
Maintain & grow new audiences
Mimi
How to incentivize this? Competing priorities?
Require submission of lay person summary when you submit?
Keeve
Include this as abstract submission? Highlights submission?
Could be integrated into peer review
Joel
But maybe this is complicated and higher burden because it requires checking that this
summary is also accurate?
Rachel
Can post idea out to SPH, sci writing skills – use those resources from SPH
communications department or courses to do the initial writing & editing; lighter lift for
EHP after that
Sabah
Like Keeve said, good way to network
Kristin
Could also reach out to public policy & law schools
Reach broader community
Good to introduce people to non- academic careers
Rachel
If authors themselves are writing summaries, this could be biased? Maybe more
subjective if others (non-authors) do it?
Liz
Spin off journal with lay orientation and lay summaries?
o Ex: Yale Law Journal – news & commentaries
o Still have EHP branding but have different targets
Work with more experienced researchers to develop this?
o But often, younger researchers are better at this! Reverse mentoring to help senior
researchers?
Scientists need to get better at speaking up about policy implications of their work
o But need to consider that EHP is federally funded, so need to be careful about
making strong policy statements
Rachel
3 options for implementing this idea?
o Bolstering existing news content
o Developing EHP blog
o Developing spin off lay-person journal
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Susan
But could talk about broad policy implications without taking a position
Have talked about blog before – editor in chief blog – but can they consistently provide
the content?
Judy
Hard to maintain 2-3 blogs per week
But could somehow integrate new content into the table of contents? Other ways to
integrate the content but call it something else
Liz
Call it a “newsletter” – this is more valuable for academic promotion than blogs; this
might be easier to get guest writers
Susan
How is this different from editorials?
Liz
Editorials are more at the request of the editorial board? Newsletter articles could be
more objective?
Would like to see both regular editorials but also other types of submissions
Can reach a larger community to get involved in EHP
Rachel
The overarching goal is to synergize – science communication training with getting out
content from EHP!
Susan
New article type – brief comments about research
Judy
Quarterly newsletter – great idea!
Could link back to existing content + additional features
Section on ECR – profile them, updates, etc
Podcast updates on each article (similar to “The Indicator”)
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ISSUE #17: Balancing scientific excellence and societal relevance
CONVENER: Tong Zhu
PARTICIPANTS: Matt Dellinger, Sara Adar, Cynthia Curl, Kai Chen, Michele La Merrill
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
How do you publish on research that is based in communities or applied when sample
sizes and generalizability may be limited? These data and the researchers generating
this information should have access to top journals even if the research is on the
margins.
Desire to publish public health burdens as something that has policy relevance but
there’s also a need to balance the quality of the underlying data. How should these
things be balanced?
Should there be a forum for these types of smaller studies?
There could be papers written on methods such as how to reach vulnerable, hard to
reach populations?
Who can claim that their individual project influenced policy or other such high bars?
Discussion seemed to circle around some considerations for authors (perhaps
instructions for authors additional guidelines)?
Discussed difficulty in translating from basic science to public policy. On both ends
limitations constrain significance, but there is a need to connect dots across the
spectrum concisely in significance sections.
Large scale problems can be difficult topics to represent in significance sections.
Issue of scope? Over interpreting models with inadequate data does not do well in
peer review, yet topic is important to society and even the world.
If authors want high impact publications, they must meet the challenge of clearly
explaining these factors and the relevance/context of their work.
More cover letter guidance?
If reviewers, authors, editors could be on same page with recommendations, perhaps
that would help across the board.
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ISSUE #18: Balance between choosing/encouraging WHAT gets submitted
and the journal passively choosing AMONG what gets submitted
CONVENER(S): Kristin Inman
PARTICIPANTS: Joel Kaufmann, Manolis Kogevinas, Kristen Cosselman, Erin Dooley,
Sabah Quraishi
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Some top tiered journals put a call out for specific types of manuscripts. However, Joel feels
that often what you get is the papers that are ready to go that haven’t been published yet for
whatever reason, so you may not get the best of the best. Other ideas discussed included
writing an editorial to call for papers in a specific area, publishing special issues, and invited
reviews.
It ended up being just EHP folks in this room, so we decided to redistribute, since we want to
hear from external stakeholders primarily here.
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ISSUE #19: Advancing thought on and addressing conflict of interest at
EHP (with additional somewhat relevant content on systematic review)
CONVENER: Keeve Nachman
PARTICIPANTS: Michele La Merrill, Keeve Nachman, Tracey Woodruff
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Source of funding for research has been recognized in the clinical/public health field as
influential on science/scientific process/scientific findings. For example, leading clinical
journals (e.g., JAMA) have policies and procedures about financial conflict of interest and
recognize that industry funding has influence on findings, including pharmaceutical and
tobacco.
Our recommendations:
EHP should encourage examination of (i.e. solicit papers on) the role of financial COI
on environmental health research as a research topic area
EHP expand research articles to include research examining the role of funding source in
study design, outcomes, and interpretation using rigorous methods - e.g., see Lisa Bero’s
work in tobacco/pharma domains
Idea: special issue collection of these analyses on specific environmental health topics
EHP should review and amend (as necessary) its conflict of interest policies and
procedures
EHP should do a review of its COI policies and make sure they are up to date and
consistent with best practices with other leading journals (e.g. JAMA)
Differentiating COIs and how they vary in their impact on research
The proceedings of the review could be published in an editorial
Look at other journal leaders in this area (JAMA) for potential updating COI disclosure
forms
o When physicians give presentations (such as Grand Rounds) and at clinical societies
(such as Endocrine Society), COI are presented at the onset so audience knows
context. This is the norm in clinical medicine and should be in environmental health.
o Consider adding disclosure of funding (i.e., last 5 years) relevant to the research
topic area irrespective of the publication under consideration - i.e., authors may have
had conflicted funding for other projects but not the article submission specifically
EHP should move funding/COI information to a more prominent location in published
articles and on the web landing page for articles. Recognizing importance - funding
acknowledgement should be more prominent (maybe at end of abstract?)
EHP should look at associate editors/editorial board - to ensure diversity of
viewpoints. Balance industry membership with NGO scientific community in EHP editorial
positions.
EXTRA BONUS CONTENT
Thoughts on systematic review in EHP
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It would be good for EHP to publish perspectives on the relevance of systematic review
in environmental health and environmental policy
Identify and consider implementing adherence to best practices in clinical field something comparable in environmental public health - e.g., ROB frameworks, SysRev
frameworks specific to the environmental health domain (e.g., observational epi studies)
EHP should add an Associate Editor specifically for systematic review - someone with
legit expertise in the sysreview domain
For peer review of systematic reviews, EHP should always have reviews from both a
systematic review methodologist plus subject matter experts
EHP should consider the role of industry funding in systematic review design, outcomes,
reporting
EHP should encourage additions to data extraction in systematic reviews (specifically
collection of info on funding source), which would allow for sensitivity analyses by COI
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ISSUE #20: EHP Support for open science, FAIR data, and NIH policies on
data sharing/software publishing
CONVENER: Stephanie Holmgren
PARTICIPANTS: Tarik Benmarhnia, Sergio Ibarra-Espinosa, Elena Naumova, Heather
Patisaul, Adam Palumbo, Colleen Reid, Julia Warren
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
This session was a continuation of the discussion started at the EHP Data Repository
session.
As a federally-funded journal and also a leader in the discipline, what can EHP do to model
support for open science?
Suggestions
1. Publish articles with more dynamic/interactive article content
Support displaying data in dynamic media (e.g., dynamic maps, .mp4 files, .gif) as a
means for improving how science is communicated.
Could publish a sample article on value of incorporating dynamic maps within an
article.
Need to balance that the ‘cool’ factor of the media doesn’t compromise the science
and lead to misrepresentation of the data
EHP could promote through author guidelines that it encourages dynamic content
and can list the supported formats.
Having an online only edition gives EHP the ability to adopt new approaches for data
presentation and visualizations.
2. Support transparency, reproducibility, and replication
Encourage adoption of TOP (Transparency and Openness Promotion) guidelines https://www.cos.io/initiatives/top-guidelines
Consider tagging articles with a badge that indicates the openness of the underlying
research (https://osf.io/tvyxz/wiki/home/)
Consider a new publication type – Validation Study. Several journals have adopted,
such as Epidemiology.
Ideally, have one reviewer tasked with checking the reproducibility of the paper.
Participants recognized that it is almost impossible to reproduce studies.
Publish more papers on methods or software packages. Reproducibility challenges
are linked to methodological issues and lack of researcher’s understanding of the
software packages/methods being used (often a black box).
Require following reporting standards where available. Recognition that many study
types (e.g., time series analysis, geospatial, and others) either don’t have standards
or they are not complete or good quality. The Equator Network (https://www.equatornetwork.org/) compiles current and in progress reporting guidelines by study type
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3. Support data sharing and reuse
As part of the discussion section, or maybe a new section – author can comment on
longevity of the dataset, for what purposes could the data/research be reused,
Consider a new publication type – Data Brief (akin to Nature Data, Scientific Data,
etc.). The publication would focus on how data was generated, technical validation,
accessibility, etc. International Journal of Epidemiology has a Data Resource Profile
version. Benefit of publishing within EHP versus in these other journals is the
datasets are more targeted to EHP audience.
Consider a new publication type – Data Resource. This publication type would
evaluate existing publicly generated data resources and evaluate
advantages/disadvantages of the data, reliability, and how the data could be used;
e.g., https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-020-00677-x
4. Implement a manuscript template
Having a template ensures the author is including everything that is needed for that
publication type. It also makes it easier for reviewers to know what they need to
evaluate on.
Balance needs to be struck between being overly prescriptive and setting
expectations for what EHP wants the article to look like.
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ISSUE #21: How should EHP measure success?
CONVENER(S): Stephanie London
PARTICIPANTS: Partial list – did not get everyone down. Kai Chen, Sara Adar, Joel
Kaufman, Manolis Kogevinas, Heather Patisaul, Windy Boyd, Kelly Ferguson, Kristin Inman,
Cynthia Curl, Susan Booker Woolard Woolard, Julia Warren
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Impact factor (IF) is the most widely used metric of “quality” that journals publicize on their
webpages. Higher IF encourages authors to submit their better papers. But it is only one
metric and does not necessarily capture what makes an environmental health paper an
important paper. The IF is calculated as the number of citations in a year to papers in
published in the two previous years divided by that number of papers published in the
previous two years. It might take more than two years for the impact of an important health
science paper to show up in the literature so this is clearly limited if we are really concerned
with quality and the EHP mission as a publicly funded journal.
Another metric that journals publicize is time to first decision. This is important to authors
especially if your paper will be rejected with or without review. But if your paper is eventually
accepted, you also care about the various pieces of elapsed time when your paper is at the
journal before it comes out online. So these should be made transparent and public. Authors
might be happy to prioritize a journal that has a longer time to first decision (perhaps
because they get better reviews) but handles your paper more efficiently once you have
resubmitted in response to reviews. So make this transparent.
Other metrics of interest is whether authors are treated equitably. There are many domains
across which this should be tracked. These include:
Sex – well documented that many high impact journals do not treat women equally.
This is important to track at the senior author level as well as the junior level. But sex
is not obvious from name and EHP does not collect this.
Race/ethnicity – need to collect in order to track
Career stage of author – probably most important to track this for the senior author
By institution – is the journal treating papers differently
By type of institution – HBCU, Undergraduate college (R15), Large research
university
By country
By region of the world
By research group
By collaborative network – librarians have software for generating graphics for this.
Are authors whose papers are published more likely to be in collaborative networks
with the various levels of editors at the journal? Easiest to do this for the first, last,
corresponding authors.
Solutions – collect data. At time of submission let authors know that we are trying to
evaluate whether we treat authors fairly. To do this we would like you know your sex,
race/ethnicity but it is optional. We would also like you to report this for the first, last or
corresponding author (whichever you are not). Career stage of last/corresponding author
could be asked here. This should not be too burdensome.
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Metrics like type of institution could be potentially pulled in from databases.
Discussed ORCID which has a lot of info on authors. But most journals have not figure out
how to tap into all the data that authors have in their ORCID profiles. Would be great to be
able to do this.
Other metrics of importance:
Where is EHP in the ranking of journals that an author submitted this paper to? We
would like it to be first among the comparable journals. This will be a good index of
overall satisfaction with how your submission was handled. We realize that a higher
impact clinical journal will often be a higher choice. Problem is that surveys are
discouraged in the government but we discussed using email lists from related
professional societies, social media, etc. as a way to get information.
Quality of reviews. AEs are asked to rate reviews but this is not always done and criteria
may not be uniform. EHP is trying to improve this. This will impact author satisfaction as
well.
How well is EHP covering the emerging areas in the Environmental Health Sciences?
Not always easy to figure out what these are. Operationally, a paper reflecting an
emerging area will often fare poorly in review because you have no one in the reviewer
pool who can properly evaluate the paper.
Solutions:
1. AEs should ask Deputy Editors for help figuring out who can evaluate such papers.
2. Decide something is an emerging area but you are not getting submissions in it.
Encourage submission by “special issues.” Different from collections which are
retrospectives. Special issues at some journal are rolling –a call for papers in this area
that does not have a specific deadline. This avoids the problem that putting out a call for
papers in a specific area over a short time frame might not result in many good papers.
Getting more and better submission on environmental health disparities – an area of
increasing interest to NIEHS and others. Have had collections. But rolling special issue
would be a way to get more going forward. One small way to signal interest in this area
is to write a news article about Catherine Flowers receiving a 2020 Macarthur Award.
Public Impact: Aside from just being cited in the peer reviewed literature, is the research
published in EHP of interest to the public, to regulatory bodies, to public health
practitioners, to lawmakers writing legislation, etc.? Is it influencing public health policy
and/or public health practice? Did a paper in EHP result in a chemical no longer being
used? How to track this? Does Altmetric capture this? Are there other databases to
interrogate to track this? Can we partner with professional societies that have lobbying
arms to help track this – some of these enlist researchers to help write amicus briefs
regarding proposed regulations or policies.
Publicizing metrics of public health impact could be a way to attract high quality papers;
author care about this. This could be publicized on the website along with the impact factor.
Increase public interest in EHP by encouraging authors to use social media to publicize their
newly accepted papers. Many journals are doing this in their acceptance letters.
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ISSUE #22: Reporting Standards/Consistency to Facilitate Use of Studies
in Risk Assessment
CONVENER(S): Rachel Shaffer (EPA)
PARTICIPANTS: Elena Naumova, Michele La Merrill, Adam Palumbo, Heather Patisaul,
Kristin Inman, Stephanie Holmgren, Erin Hines, Windy Boyd, Sabah Quraishi, Keeve
Nachman, Kristen Cosselman, Julia Warren, Judy Thomas, Sally Darney
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Erin
Continuity of effects across endpoints – provides strength for decision-making
D-R: helpful for studies looking at multiple doses
Dialogue between risk assessors & scientists – design studies that can be most helpful
to the risk assessment process
- Ex: internal and external biomarkers
Heather
Removing word limit was helpful in encouraging reporting
ARRIVE guidelines – transparent, mineable, good for SR
- Good for authors to know about this as they are submitting
Make people informed of the practices
Rachel
Should we collect the various guidelines and have EHP post for authors to review as
they submit?
Michele
Should this happen at a later stage? It could present a burden if you have to switch
around to different journals
This could be a big barrier, especially for experimental journals
Could be requested at the time of publishing?
Windy
We try to recommend central guidelines, so that all the community is familiar
More information gets it through peer review
Not a strict submission requirement, but more of a suggestion
Michele
Need to balance education vs. lots of requirements….
Process is already so cumbersome
Rachel
Could publicize this in a blog?
Michele
Yes, good to educate people on the risk assessment process who aren’t in government
Short article about what is happening and what is out there, to educate the EHP
community
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Erin
Also, we like to see studies with the most relevant doses
Windy
Going beyond reporting
This is about - what is an impactful EH paper?
And help bridge between the epi & tox communities –so far, these conversations are
different in these different communities
Need to be transparent about this in the author guidelines, if this is something that we
are going to require
Elena
How would we train reviewers to look for this? Which standards to look at?
Sabah
Commentary/blog/newsletter around this issue – and then provide this to reviewers to
help them with their review?
Stephanie
Video interview or pre-recorded webinar on risk assessment perspective? From
EPA/OHAT? This could be a good way to bridge the government/academic divide. Not
always read if just published in a paper by EPA
Most researchers don’t necessarily think about how their research is extended into that
risk assessment space
Kristin
But how to make them watch it?
Keeve
This could link to earlier conversation about reporting – authors could add notes on the
policy relevance in their work
Could educate about how epi/tox fit into risk assessment
Michele
Some people aren’t interested in that – how to get them sit down & watch it?
Short blog – or peer review paper in EHP?
Keeve
How often are invitations issued for an expert opinion or consensus on particular
domain?
Windy
Nature reporting guidelines – this is something that has to be considered when the paper
goes out for revision
Rachel
Get backs to the scope of EHP – what is the responsibility for educating the community
about the risk assessment process? Vs. just putting the information out there for people
to use
Kristin
Include note that paper will be considered more highly if they follow all of the reporting
guidelines
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Find the right time for this without too much of a burden
Keeve
Maybe EPA could write a brief commentary on what we want to see in reporting for risk
assessment
Heather
Tricky issue – a lot of this depends on whether the agency will use the data
There is no guarantee that the agency will use the data, even if they follow the rules;
careful not to oversell this

Summary: We think that it is good to put out this information to educate the EH community
on reporting and downstream uses of the research, but perhaps not as a reporting
requirement (because the burden is already high) but instead through blog/newsletter/video?
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ISSUE #23: How can EHP prioritize emerging topics to become a thought
leader?
CONVENER(S): Gwen Collman
PARTICIPANTS: Joel Kaufman, Sergio Ibarra-Espinosa, Adetoun Mustapha, David Peden,
Michele La Merrill, Hui Hu, Bernard Robaire
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Should EHP continue to be a passive vessel receiving papers on many topics and picking
the best ones to publish?
Should it select some subset of papers to reflect mission areas of importance, relevant, or
emerging EH concerns?
If so, how to communicate with the world of authors to announce priorities?
Can / should EHP become in influencer by using its publishing space and associated social
media?
Editorial?
Special Issues?
Themed issues with highlighted topics
Invited papers, commentaries, concise reviews?
Select paper of importance and invite commentaries (one or more; could even
fashion op/ed or pro/con debate format)
Should the EHP editorial and/or review board select topics each year and then elevate them
Can EHP create a community of comments or practice around high priority papers?
Will EHP efforts help to encourage a wider range of submissions, expand author pool,
expand reader pool?
Consider combining priorities with scientific society themes of importance (ex. Society of
Repro Biology–picked male contraception; had special issues with invited papers from
around the world, 3 days symposium of presentation of papers and commentary after.
Special editors for special issues–Sr. Editor + ECR Editor–mentorship/leadership
opportunities; Global topics–Special editors from around the world.
Could EHP become a family of journals–broad EHP and subspecialties (i.e., EHP Climate
and health, air pollution??)
Sharing manuscripts with a pool of journals when it is not selected by EHP. Peer review
comments move to new possible journal. May reduce time and burden.
Possible topics of interest for prioritization–big brainstorm:
EH Policy including economic impacts
Climate Change and health
Methods such as CBPR or others
Structural racism, EJ research
Global concerns for Water
WASH
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Neglected tropical diseases
Food safety
Is any of this appropriate given that EHP is a federally funded journal that is aligned with
NIEHS?
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ISSUE #24: Historical Section for EHP
CONVENER(S): Rachel Shaffer
PARTICIPANTS: Joel Kaufman, Susan Booker Woolard, Kristin Inman, Robert Leon, Adam
Palumbo, Delia Shelton, Gwen Collman
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
In Memoriam – new section started recently
History section could be fun
Potential ECR activity?
o Or for senior researchers – lesson learned
History corner
How to solicit? Curation? Special editor for these pieces?
Would probably have to do presubmission inquiries?
How to do this without hurting impact factor?
o JAMA does this – maybe this tag this as editorial/commentary type things?
EHP history page – broaden out – to EH history
ECR curated work – this could be something they take on?
o As with scicomm, this could be something they take on, rather than driven by the
main editorial board
o Are these skills that ECRs want? How does it line up with their career trajectories?
This relates to the overall scope of EHP – focus on EHP publications vs. broader
responsibility for the EH community – what is the role of EHP here?
Follow up with Howie on book review section .. maybe incorporate this into the new
history section?
Need to be cognizant that we are not too centered on the USA or old white man history
of EH
American Journal of Epidemiology (AJE) career section – is this something that EHP can
do?
Career perspectives – publishing, jobs, career tips, etc.
o Good in newsletter?
This would help us situate ourselves in the larger history/context of this field
Think about how EH historical event => research opportunities!
o Long term follow-up needs spurred lots of important research
o Link to upcoming publications in EHP that are related to those incidents, to anchor
the commentaries to new research! **
Can we reach out to EH history researchers?
o Ex: Phil Brown
o Put call out to people who are already writing this up?
o How to get them to write for us?
Long Island Breast Cancer Project – a lot of good came out of this, even though it was
initially dismissed as not a good study
Telling these stories are interesting and important
There is interest in this topic – just need to figure out best way to implement it; look to other
journals as a model and think about leveraging existing work & ECR interest
Could tie into major research published at EHP (ex: Seveso incident => lots of long-term
follow-up)
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ISSUE #25: Improving manuscript review
CONVENER(S): David Peden
PARTICIPANTS: Bernard Robaire, Elena Naumova, Erin Dooley, Julia Warren, Kristen
Cosselman, Michele La Merrill [.]
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
What are the data regarding review time?
There is improvement in time to decision-if so, let people know
Is there a big enough pool of reviewers?
How do we find new reviewers (reference review/funding review)?
Transparency of review-timelines of review
Is two level review necessary? If so, what are the times allotted for this.
15% of papers go for peer review and roughly 7.5% accepted
Number of annual submissions is 1500-2000/year
Describe the role of the science reviewer for authors
Empower AEs to decide quickly-especially if reviewers are late or missing
Automate review timeline prompts and other process methods
Consider increase in professional editor staff
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ISSUE #26: Future Directions for EHP News
CONVENER: Susan Booker Woolard
PARTICIPANTS: Cecilia Alcala, Kathy Crabtree, Sally Darney, Aisha Dickerson, Erin
Dooley, Liz Geltman, Hui Hu, Rob Leon, Adam Palumbo, Bono Sen, Judy Thomas, Julia
Warren
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Previous Summit sessions discussed 1) publishing news stories about non-EHP papers and
policy topics, 2) publishing podcasts about new EHP research content, 3) blogging, 4) using
the News as a way to communicate topics for which we want to attract research
submissions.
ECR opportunities
ECRs are strongly encouraged to learn how to translate their research into plain language.
EHP can help them develop and hone this skill by inviting ECRs to write Science Selections
news articles. They also could be invited to review and/or edit news articles as training for
reviewing research manuscripts. EHP could provide mentorship to guide the ECR through
the writing and review processes, and these practice activities could be put on their CVs.
EHP’s ECR Initiative will facilitate communications with the ECR community. EHP could also
explore working with NIEHS postdocs. Tammy Collins heads the NIEHS Postdoc
Association. Postdocs may already be producing blogs and other content that EHP could
leverage.
More Emphasis on Global Environmental Health
There was extensive discussion on ways to produce content on more globally relevant
environmental health topics, such as climate resilience programs in LMICs. Much of the work
in these countries does not happen in an academic setting, and because groups on the
ground do not always have the resources to publish their work, their experience does not
add to evidence base. EHP news articles on this type of work could provide a bridge
between global policy makers and the practitioners on the ground who are making a
difference in local communities.
Disseminating information on successful, innovative programs can inspire not only further
research but also other local groups seeking to improve their own conditions.
Adopting a narrative storytelling approach would attract a broader audience and make news
articles more relevant to readers beyond the research community.
Topics and Article Types
Use Google Analytics as a way to identify LMICs that most often visit EHP. Then write
stories on topics relevant to those areas. Zoom could potentially be used to conduct
interviews with individuals based in these countries.
EHP could publish a feature on the challenges that people on the ground face in publicizing
their work. The article could go on to invite ideas for other projects whose work wants
sharing.
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Consider not just researchers but also NGO staff and policy makers when choosing topics.
Many readers have said they miss the shorter articles that we used to publish (the Forum
section).
How to Engage?
How do we reach the people in the field who can share their ideas and connect us to subject
matter experts?
Potential sources of ideas and networking:
Members of the African Journal Partnership Program.
NIEHS grantees in the area of global environmental health, and their partner local
organizations
Visiting scientists at NIEHS
WHO Collaborating Centres
UNEP offices
Like-minded journals that cover cross-cutting issues such as climate change and
health disparities
EHP does not currently invite ideas for news articles. We could set up a “suggestion box” on
the website and use social media to periodically solicit ideas.
With COVID-19, most people are now familiar with Zoom style meetings. A forum like this
summit could be conducted with the News Advisory Committee to spark richer discussions
than typically result from the usual email thread. Outside experts or news writers could joint
these News Advisory Committee Zooms on an ad hoc basis.
We should ensure that ECRs are represented on the News Advisory Committee as a way to
build relationships with that community. We could plan a Mural session for the role of EHP in
science communication as an extension of this summit.
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ISSUE #27: How to increase publication of manuscripts on marginalized
populations and low-and-middle-income countries (including Latina
America and Africa)
CONVENER(S): Aisha Dickerson
PARTICIPANTS: Bono Sen, Dianne Woelke, Sabah Quraishi, Sergio Ibarra-Espinosa, Hui
Hu, Robert Leon, Erin Hines, Mimi Huang, Adetoun Mustapha, Gwen Collman, Cecilia Alcala
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
Two primary issues:
1. The quality of the studies with low funding from LMICs
2. The quality of the writing from non-English speaking researchers.
Suggestion: Create a mentoring board for junior faculty and postdocs to collaborate with
LMICs researchers. This would be in parallel with the Junior Editor board suggested by Bono
Sen.
This option not only helps LMIC researchers, but exposures early career
investigators (ECIs) to global research which could be utilized to build future
collaborations for future research funding.
There should be more deliberate outreach to LMICs for capacity building to
strengthen data management and collection in LMICs.
We should also try to get EHP more open to publishing papers where the results are only
applicable to specific populations. However, it may be necessary to train LMIC researchers
how persuade readers that the results are relevant to a broader audience, or EHP should
broaden its horizons to recognize that community impacts are important to broader
audiences as a whole.
Note: People can email the editorial board to see if a paper really fits before
submitting it.
Potential Resources:
1. AuthorAid is a resource that used suggested to non-English speaking authors
needing writing assistance (https://www.authoraid.info/en/). Anybody can sign-up
indicating how you they can help or what type of help they need. This resource used
to be included in EHP author instructions and should be included again.
2. There are also a lot of tools available via Coursera. However, there may be an EHP
conflict of interest in advertising courses offered by specific institutions.
3. EHP and ISEE also used to host writing workshops for LMIC researchers
One way to better advertise these resources is through reaching out to ISEE and SOT to
African and Latin American chapters. Targeting the local meetings instead of the overall
international conferences may be a better route. SOT has started implementing writing
workshops/training at local meetings (primarily in Africa and China), but some LMIC
researchers have indicated that they are still hesitant to submit to EHP because of high
rejection rate, but more Chinese researchers have been submitting over the last few years.
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EHP will start to look into what LMIC researchers US authors are collaborating with,
determine what journals these papers are being submitted to, and figuring out why they are
not being submitted to EHP.
Suggestion: A special issue limited to studies from LMICs could be an option, but once per
year would not be sufficient. Additionally, impact factor should not be the biggest deciding
factor (but that depends more on how NIEHS leadership feels about that). More priority
should be directed towards covering emerging issues.
There is also an extreme need to diversify the editorial board by not waiting for vacancies,
but instead generating new editorial board positions. Not only are there too many editors
from the US, but many come from the same elitist institutions.
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ISSUE #28: Intersection of multiple stressors including chemicals and
infectious disease
CONVENER(S): Tara Sabo-Attwood and Manolis Kogevinas
PARTICIPANTS: Erin Hines, David Reif, David Peden
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
How do we promote and publish team science? Each player on the team brings
expertise – we need to develop culture that gives credit to all the players.
Data sources and data managers need to work together. How do we promote a
publication program so all players get equal credit? This is important for tenure and
promotion for many.
NIEHS/EPA could be encouraged help promote this
Should we keep 1st vs senior authors as we have been?
Communication between disciplines; definitions of terms; could EHP put out a
commentary (i.e., EH and ID)
Focused editorial with single or cluster of articles;
Like the word stressors; chemicals, pathogens but other issues include resource
impairment, access to health care, SES; why are populations ‘at risk’.
Easier to merge chemicals and SES etc. rather than merge chemicals with ID
Need more cross training for better communication
EHP getting more multiple stressor work but not much in ID; impact factor if ID higher
than some clinical ID journals.
Perhaps a meta-analysis/review/editorial on environmental ID that the journal could
publish.
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ISSUE #29: Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications (ELSI) related to
Environmental Health and Gene-Environment Interactions
CONVENER(S): Kim McAllister
PARTICIPANTS: Keeve Nachman, Liz Geltman, Sally Darney, Richard Kwok, David Reif
KEY ACTION ITEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
Increase focus on and promote the topic of ELSI in EHP by:
o Special issue on emerging problems and research related to ELSI
o Special collection on ELSI to serve as a primer on ELSI topics
o Include language on website regarding EHP’s scope being inclusive of ELSI, such as
using an umbrella term to tag articles and submissions and make ELSI topic areas
more attractive to authors and more visible to readers
Invite junior investigators to curate and contribute to this topic
Provide a forum and/or platform specifically for developing “report back” standards for
community-based research studies or sharing report-back documents or templates to
make them more accessible to the science community.
Create opportunities for trainees and early career faculty to contribute to the news
section –
a. Include interviews with government and industry researchers (great assignment for
postdocs/junior faculty)
b. Podcasts? Bring back in EHP.
c. Target leaders and higher-level career persons in CDC and EPA, FDA, and other
federal agencies regarding new strategic plan.
d. include leaders of NGO groups who might react to new administration initiatives
e. Invite students and junior investigators to do such interviews
f. Consider an interview with several people who represent different views or aspects
of a problem or issue
Add the option of VISUAL ABSTRACTS in original research and other peer reviewed
content related to ELSI.
a. Use different social media platforms-if image is searchable in google, then people will
read the article. Use same image to link to related articles on same topic.
RATIONALE:
Background and Discussion
The convener noted up front that, based on a quick search, only 3 EHP articles in the past 5
years were related primarily to these topics:
Ethical issues in Environmental Health Research related to public health emergencies:
from the Gulf Study
Legal implications of report back in household exposure studies
Privacy risks for sharing data from environmental health studies (Julia Brody and Phil
Brown and colleagues
The group agreed on the importance of this focus area in today’s world. A few issues were
raised relevant to this focus area.
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Report back to study participants
Currently there are no established standards. What is the best/most effective practices in
our field for doing this? There is also no current forum to express these concerns.
In Superfund projects -community engagement is required. Communities are often frustrated
with time to hear back about the study, they don’t see benefit to them. Not a lot of guidance
of how to respond. It is a common courtesy to the community to share knowledge gained but
no good guidelines for how to do this.
A supplemental platform in EHP might be useful to have a discussion and centralized place
to share approaches to this report back issue and other ELSI issues. Graduated documents
for report-back can accommodate different levels of environmental literacy among
participants- these can range from one-page executive summaries to more detailed
documents. Could we add report back documents such as these somewhere in EHP?
EHP could do request for additional supplements in author guidelines.
This topic is related to environmental justice and environmental health disparities (potential
stigmas, discrimination, and privacy issues related to identification of populations linked to
high exposures of environmental pollutants).
Genetic and environmental health discrimination as a topic/issue of interest.
There are ELSI issues associated with potential transgenerational effects of exposures in
epigenomics field. EHP could expand its scope to include environmental conditions and
disparities along with genetics when considering gene-environment interactions.
The GINA (Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act) prevents insurers and employers from
discriminating based on genetic information but there is nothing like this to protect from
environmental health data-this could also be a topic to explore further.
This is an under-published issue for environmental health: much more is published related
to ELSI genomic issues than ELSI environmental health issues even though with toxic tort
and ease of potential identification of participants based on geospatial data, etc. there are
very unique and important ELSI issues related to environmental health to be explored.
Inclusion of diverse perspectives on ELSI
EHP could/should solicit perspectives on challenging and controversial issues and engage
scientists who represent different sides of a field and/or stakeholders who have different
perspectives to debate. Debates or co-interviews could be done in audio in real time,
written form, etc., recognizing different people might have different ideas and preferences for
format.
Make it a conversation -proactively pulling together policy makers and community-based
folks-people that are not necessarily the usual authors of EHP research articles-this could
broaden the perspective and readership of EHP.
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ISSUE #30: Integration
Translation: How can we promote
interdisciplinary authors (e.g. social scientists + experimentalists +
NAMs/comptox + policy experts) working together on translational
problems?
CONVENER(S): David Reif
PARTICIPANTS: Sally Darney, Michele La Merrill, Mimi Huang
(Note this summary includes cross-pollination from other breakouts led by Tara SaboAttwood & Kim McAllister & Richard Kwok)
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
How can we promote interdisciplinary authors working together on translational problems?
ACTION ITEM: “Special Topics” to invite/advocate for interdisciplinary submissions
Example: “Special Topics” on DOHD, International Health, Environmental Influence on
Infectious Disease
Each “Special Topic” accepts submissions on a rolling basis
Articles continue to accumulate under the tag of a “Special Topic”
This recombines the prospective nature of a special issue with the retrospective
special collection
Guest editors to facilitate proactive “ask” for prospective issue OR create portal for
readers to propose topics (adds new voices)
Once seeded, the “Special Topics” organically grow as a form of advocacy for
interest area(s)
Fosters new EHP growth into new areas (…perhaps shed the “EHP is for
epidemiology” impression)
Growth can be used as analytic to monitor growth areas (or topics where more topdown editorial effort may be needed)
Curated collections almost serve as a review/survey course
ACTION ITEM: “Perspectives” contributions from diverse author/stakeholder groups
Example: academic scientist, industry scientist, government scientist, community
advocate each contribute thoughts on how to tackle Problem X
Example: Statistician, Biologist, Regulator, Lawyer, Clinician each contribute thoughts
on how to advance Question/Topic Y
Guest editors to facilitate proactive “ask” for prospective issue
Format could be parallel Q&A
ACTION ITEM: EHP sponsored hack-athon or analysis challenge
Could build teams who would never meet at a given conference
Could be a fun interactive/social media contribution
Integrated case-study or meta-analysis may emerge
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ISSUE #31: How to increase EHP’s international presence?
CONVENER(S): Bono Sen
PARTICIPANTS: Bernard Robaire, Adetoun Mustapha, Windy Boyd, Rob Leon, Hui Hu
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
EHP has a significant role to play in addressing the global environmental health disease
burden. In the past, it has had a robust international program. How can the role be revived
and enhanced given the increase in environmental exposures globally and its impact on
health?
Revisit EHP mandate- Should international representation be a mandate of EHP?
If yes, it should be made clear in the scope and guidance to instructions to authors.
Content: Increase global environmental health related content – news and research – with
an emphasis on LMICs where the burden of environmental exposure and disease is the
greatest; where need for EH awareness is also the greatest
Track viewership from countries through google analytics; publish news/research content
from those countries
Invite in-country experts to write commentaries on policy pieces – e.g.: Canada and
Bisphenol; EU and REACH
From the Field stories of successful grassroot level interventions; environmentally
vulnerable population focused stories highlighting local problems and local solutions
framed in a global context
Frequency – ongoing content with international flavor as opposed to annual special
editions
NIEHS funded global environmental research – where is this research being published?
Why not in EHP?
If soliciting research, these researchers could be targeted
In-country researchers on NIEHS funded grants can be targeted for developing news
content
New type of research articles with a focus on research with local relevance – could be
translational, focus on local interventions, local solutions in addressing overarching
environmental health problems (often papers from LMICs led by US researchers have
little relevance to local context; LMIC exposures are very different than exposures in the
developed world, so relevance of research done in the West can be limited.)
Coverage of environmental health related local action from LMICs can complement the
technical expertise of the West and offer a holistic picture of global environmental health.
International researchers don’t have access to funds to undertake large studies that meet
EHP’s requirements. How can this be taken into consideration when considering low
budget but high-quality and impactful research?
Suggestion: USAID’s Global Health: Science and Practice journal for ideas of article types
Authorship: a need to increase the diversity of authorship at EHP from LMICs. Current
authors are mostly from the US or EU.
See ideas above for soliciting papers from international authors.
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Papers are rejected because of poor science or poor writing. Previously, EHP editors
have provided editorial assistance to foreign authors on a case by case basis. Names of
vetted editorial services can be provided in ITAs. Previously, AuthorAID had been
suggested as a resource to the authors.
EHP has conducted scientific writing workshops for non-native English-speaking
researchers in multiple countries in different venues – ISEE and SOT pre-conference
workshops, regional conferences. This practice could be reinstated.
Developing a mentor group of junior editors who can provide editorial assistance to
international authors to improve their papers. These mentors could be early career
researchers; postdocs in the labs of editorial board members, postdocs at NIEHS;
visiting scientists in NIEHS labs, others. This not only helps the international authors, but
also helps mentors to improve their writing skills while giving them exposure to global
environmental health research topics, fostering opportunities for potential collaborations.
Reviewers: a need to increase the diversity of editorial board to include international
researchers/practitioners from LMICs
EHP should consider establishing an international editorial board – could solicit
international researchers working on NIEHS funded grants to begin with; could tap into
ISEEs regional chapter members to serve on the editorial board
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ISSUE #32: Systems-based perspectives on health risks of global
environmental change
CONVENER(S): Kristie Ebi
PARTICIPANTS: Windy Boyd, Colleen Reid, Kai Chen, Sergio Ibarra-Espinosa
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
The major challenges of this century will arise from nexus issues:
agriculture/water/energy/health, for example:
Detailed understanding of one component of a system does not provide insights into
how a system will react
Modeling can provide insights into processes
Modeling should come from the perspective of “if, then” instead of providing
deterministic projections. Uncertainties are inherently embodied in every component
of the projections, as well as the policy-making process. Thus scenario-based
projections are more policy relevant.
Qualitative and quantitative approaches to modeling needed
Collaborative partnerships across disciplines required
EHP should publish more systems-based climate change research and increase the
awareness of the importance of these types of studies.
Colleen suggested a curated Collection on the topic with a forward written by Kris.
It was also suggested that a special issue or some other form of solicitation on the
topic (e.g., similar to a Lancet commission) could be announced by the journal.
This could become a more common thing for EHP, but we suggest curated
collections with a summary synthesis of the papers by the convening author rather
than a special topics issue where everyone is summoned but the papers do not
always align well on the topic
A Commentary on the topic and current state of the science/challenges/gaps was also
discussed.
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ISSUE #33: Encouraging replication in environmental health sciences
CONVENER: Stephanie London
PARTICIPANTS: No one else attended so meeting was terminated after 20 minutes
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
(Summary of what remains to be discussed)
In the field of genomics, replication of findings is required to publish findings in any
reasonably high impact journal. Replication has been extremely helpful in the field of
genomics to limit focus on false positives that was common in the candidate gene era before
this practice came standard. However, it is not standard in epidemiology as a whole or
environmental epidemiology in particular.
In environmental epidemiology replication is done by publishing separate publications. While
this is useful when a new approach is used – perhaps a different subset of the population or
a different model – it would be useful for authors to see if they can replicate a novel finding in
more than one study, unless the paper already includes internal replication by virtue of
looking across many sites.
Another issue is that as mixtures are increasingly studied, lack of replication in previous data
is often interpreted as the mixture being unique. While this might be true, from the
standpoint of regulation or exposure mitigation this is a challenging result.
It would be worthwhile to discuss how replication can be encouraged in the publication of
environmental epidemiology papers.
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ISSUE #34: Total Exposure Health, One Health – leverage existing
initiatives, break down silos, take a more integrative approach
CONVENER: Bob Nocco
PARTICIPANTS: Bob Nocco, Dianne Woelke, Sally Darney
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
End state vision: EHP taking more synthesis approach in exposures and health endpoints.
Articles with this focus reach more people.
Case and rationale for Total Exposure Health – One Health:
Exposure often defines the degree of risk. Multiple exposures contribute to health
outcomes but we often study and report single exposure issues related to a single health
outcome. Quantifying exposure, especially exposures to a single agent, is often used in
assessing risk without integrating the reality of total exposure – environmental exposures
(voluntary and involuntary exposures) as well as “exposures” from confounding lifestyle
choices.
Getting out the work to stakeholders to enable influence and to advance research and
funding. Policy makers and funders and regulators/regulations. Advocacy in action to
better connect – radon, lead test kits.
Discussion, background aspects and some key issues to be considered:
How do we (EHP as well as scientific community that contributes to EHP) evaluate
exposures and relate it to health risk (vs hazard), degree of exposure.
The importance of advocacy – how does EHP cover this? Health issues and their
associated exposures need to reach key stakeholders who are in position to manage
them such as policy makers.
Total exposure – how do we aggregate and integrate.
o Multi-media – air, water, waste, diet/ingestion… exposure pathways.
o Multiple receptors and exposure groups - consumer, other public exposures,
occupational, ecological.
o Agents – chemical, physical (radiation, noise), biological (infectious disease in
today’s day of Covid.
Some resources and references:
One Health - https://onehealthinitiative.com/
Total Exposure Health
o http://www.totalexposurehealth.com/
o Intro to Total Exposure Health Book
o https://www.airforcemedicine.af.mil/News/Article/702564/total-exposure-health-aninnovation-in-precision-health/
o https://www.aiha.org/blog/total-exposure-health-the-role-of-the-ih-in-the-future-ofexposure-management
Some approaches for EHP:
An EHP journal series that interviews with new administration appointees and agency
leads – get viewpoints and vision.
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Follow up with interview of leaders of key advocacy groups (NGOs, organized labor,
trade associations) as well as Agency interviews.
o Advocacy could be seen as a necessary component to get initiatives into actions
“open access to “good science” open access not only to journals but freedom to
express scientific sound ideas and to explore “controversial” issues.
Food for thought:
o How do we impact change using EHP as a thoroughfare and as a catalyst to support
change?
o How do we engage clinicians to evaluate exposures to make the link to potential
health outcomes?
o

Other discussion and snippets:
Susceptible populations – human and animal (wildlife and domesticated) health (One
Health)
o Life stages (infant, children, elderly) – pediatric
o Social / environmental justice – inequities in exposures, susceptible populations
(nutrition and health status).
Superfund site and other disposal mechanism (landfills, reuse (biosolids), incineration –
as a total exposure – link to social justice.
o Synthetic turf – PEER, Env Work Group (EWG), Sierra Club, NRDC, - link to carpets
from similar materials.
NHANES – exposure biomarkers, update with respect to One Health / Total Exposure
Health – how do we stimulate new research. PEHSU, NHANES – disease maps –
exposure/exposome maps.
Detecting and measuring/quantifying exposure
o Identifying a hazard (e.g., agent is carcinogen) and being exposed may not get you
to health consequence endpoints and risk.
o Detection limits – what were able to see and measure today we couldn’t even see in
the past – legacy exposures. Doesn’t mean past exposure didn’t exist (e.g., PFAS).
Link to personal individual constituents (PFAS, microplastics)
Some pin-pointed issues that may or may not lend themselves to a One Health/Total
Exposure Health approach:
Inert plastics – nurdles/nibs/mermaid tears, off gassing and leaching issue –
environmental, public and consumer exposures – ecological, wildlife and aquatic life
health (TSCA risk evaluations assumptions). Degree of exposure and translating to risk.
Chemical mixtures – additive or synergistic. Turf…
Endpoints – endocrine disruptions and health significance. Cancer precursors and
biotransformations.
POPs – persistent organic pollutants, forever chemicals.
Agrochemicals – TEH: pesticides as runoff, drift exposures, residuals, multiple exposure
pathways: food, water, air…
Biosolids and other reuse/recycle approaches
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PRIORITIZATION

As described earlier in our ballot form (page one), the virtual dot voting process we used
on Day Three helped us begin to identify where broad agreement and alignment exists–
and determine where to focus discretionary energy and attention going forward.
All the issues were displayed as shown above. Everyone had 20 “sticky dot” votes to
allocate. The red dots show vote tallies, which are reproduced (legibly) on the next
page. The yellow tags indicate the top ten issues. Note that Issues 27 and 31 were
combined after the voting. Otherwise, they would have been 10th and 11th in the ranking.
In the table below, issues are ranked by votes received. Note that Issue 20 was a
sequel to 10, so those were combined before the voting. Issue 33 was closely related
and was added to the 10/20 conversation about next steps. Taken together, the votes
for 10/20/33 prompted discussion of next steps.
The top issues (highlighted) were taken up in one round of breakouts, focusing on
identifying (1) other issues that might be related to the top issues, and (2) immediate
next steps to consider for each top issue. The notes from those sessions are included
below the voting results.

ISSUE

VOTES VOTERS

ISSUE #21: How should EHP measure success?

71

29

ISSUE #13: Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion in EHP

58

28

ISSUE #3: Make EHP relevant to people outside

56

28

ISSUE #8: Diversity in Article Types, Making sure all of the scientific
disciplines are represented

50

25

ISSUE #2: How to encourage reviewer participation at EHP

45

26

ISSUE #7: Planetary Health in Environmental Health Perspectives

42

18
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ISSUE #23: How can EHP prioritize emerging topics to become a thought
leader?

40

25

ISSUE #5: Publishing Applied and Community Engaged Research at EHP

39

23

ISSUE #12: Community outreach and education

37

23

ISSUE #27: How to increase publication of manuscripts on marginalized
populations and low-and-middle-income countries (including Latina America
and Africa)

35

21

ISSUE #31: How to increase EHP’s international presence?

35

22

ISSUE #25: Improving manuscript review

32

18

ISSUE #26: Future Directions for EHP News

32

19

ISSUE #34: Total Exposure Health, One Health – leveraging off these
existing initiatives, taking a more integrative approach, breaking down silos

30

9

ISSUE #6: Eliminating barriers to promoting multidisciplinary and inclusive
science and translation in EHP

29

22

ISSUE #11: What types of review and methods articles should EHP publish

28

17

ISSUE #15: Repository for EH manuscripts or reports, where readers can
comment? In a corona-world, traditional publication is out of sync with the
real world.

28

13

ISSUE #10: EHP Data Repository + ISSUE #20: EHP Support for open
science, FAIR data, and NIH policies on data sharing/software publishing

27

17

ISSUE #19: Advancing thought on and addressing conflict of interest at EHP
(with additional somewhat relevant content on systematic review)

27

13

ISSUE #32: Systems-based perspectives on health risks of global
environmental change

25

13

ISSUE #30: Integration => Translation: How can we promote interdisciplinary
authors working together on translational problems?

24

13

ISSUE #4: Spotlighting ESIs

23

19

ISSUE #33: Encouraging replication in environmental health sciences

23

13

ISSUE #16: Supporting science communication for trainees

21

17

ISSUE #9: Valuing Innovation

18

13

ISSUE #17: Balancing scientific excellence and societal relevance

17

14

ISSUE #22: Reporting Standards/Consistency to Facilitate Use of Studies in
Risk Assessment

17

11

ISSUE #1: Open unblinded peer review

15

6

ISSUE #28: Intersection of multiple stressors including chemicals and
infectious disease

12

9

ISSUE #29: Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications (ELSI) related to
Environmental Health and Gene-Environment Interactions

11

7

ISSUE #18: Balance between choosing/encouraging WHAT gets submitted
and the journal passively choosing AMONG what gets submitted

9

9

ISSUE #24: Historical Section for EHP

9

8

ISSUE #14: Book Reviews

7

5
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Here are the voting results presented graphically. The orange line shows where divided
top issues from the others. It’s a subtle gap, made more distinct when you notice that
the last two “top” issues were closely related and combined for purposes of identifying
next steps.

Here are the “next steps” breakouts from which we received reports:
ISSUE #21: How should EHP measure success?
ISSUE #13: Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion in EHP
ISSUE #3: Make EHP relevant to people outside
ISSUE #8: Diversity in Article Types, Making sure all disciplines are represented
ISSUE #2: How to encourage reviewer participation at EHP
ISSUE #7: Planetary Health in Environmental Health Perspectives
ISSUE #5: Publishing Applied and Community Engaged Research at EHP
ISSUE #12: Community outreach and education
ISSUE #10: EHP Data Repository + ISSUE #20: EHP Support for open science, FAIR data,
and NIH policies on data sharing/software publishing
ISSUE #33: Encouraging replication in environmental health sciences

The conveners of #23 and #27/31 were either not present or contributed to other
sessions, on related topics, so no next steps notes are included for these issues.
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NEXT STEPS: How should EHP measure success? (ISSUE #21)
Overlap with other topics? Essentially overarching and substantial overlap with many topics.
But especially with topics that were ranked 2,3,7,8,9.
ISSUE #13: Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion in EHP
ISSUE #3: Make EHP relevant to people outside
ISSUE #23: How can EHP prioritize emerging topics to become a thought leader?
ISSUE #5: Publishing Applied and Community Engaged Research at EHP
ISSUE #12: Community outreach and education
Overarching next steps. Decide which are the most important domains and figure out how to
collect the data so that you can evaluate success. There is additional data EHP needs to
start collecting now.
IF – easy to measure but should not be the only thing we look at. Fine to want to increase
the IF but need to very carefully balance with other goals.
The various diversity domains. Which domains are most important to us? But can’t track
what you do not measure.
Public Health Impact – figure out how to track this.
Based on the above, it became clear that there are two major bins of data to collect in
thinking about moving forward with developing metrics:
1. Data you can collect at time of submission
Easy:
Author level data not currently being collected when authors submit papers: sex,
race/ethnicity. Explain why we are collecting but make it optional.
To also assess diversity across collaborative networks or institutions, we need to ask the
person who submits the paper to provide core information (sex, race/ethnicity, institution,
country) for the other key authors. Often it is a junior author who uploads the paper. So
they need to report these data for the senior author and if the corresponding author is
neither, that person as well.
Article level: Is this community-based participatory research, other domains deemed to
be important. Or should this be graded by AE or journal staff, either instead or in
addition?
2. Data that requires follow-up over time and additional work to figure out the best ways to
track.
Suggestions:
Relatively easy piece that we could implement now: Collect info from authors on public
health, community interest, and policy impacts of their EHP article. Authors will be the
most likely to know this – ex: a regulatory body used this, a legislator contacted them
about it or asked for it, a community group asked about it or asked you to speak, it was
covered in local news, etc. Perhaps survey them annually for a few years. The first
survey should be more open ended – so don’t miss things that we should be asking
routinely on an annual survey. Consider this a type of qualitative research survey that
EHP will administer to the author.
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Figure out which existing/emerging databases are best and easiest for EHP to use to
track impact. Learn more about what can be gleaned from Altmetric and similar
databases to track public health/community/legislative/regulatory use of articles. There
are databases that track citations other than just the peer reviewed literature.
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NEXT STEPS: Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion in EHP (ISSUE #13)
RELATED ISSUES: Publication of manuscripts on marginalized populations and LMICs,
Issue #27
CONVENER(S): Delia Shelton (original convener, not present on Friday, Sabah Quraishi
took notes Friday)
PARTICIPANTS: Aisha Dickerson, Cecilia Alcala, Adetoun Mustapha, Sara Adar, Sabah
Quraishi
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
The summary from the initial break out room by Delia Shelton provided an excellent
summary of the issue and laid out recommendations and next steps. See pages in the
proceedings document. The discussion today focused on what actions we can immediately
take as a community to diversify the voices represented in EHP both in the organization
itself, and in the work included and presented in the publication itself. The highest priority
seemed to be actively enhancing the diversity of the editorial board and reviewer pool and
increasing transparency in the journal processes to join the reviewer pool and editorial board.
IMMEDIATE NEXT STEPS:
1. Diversify EHP
a. Diversify the editorial board and reviewer pool including ACTIVE recruitment
of editorial board members to create a diverse editorial board
b. Make sure there is an AE representative who prioritizes health disparities
research and topics related to diversity
c. Actively train future community members to hold these positions within EHP
2. Transparency
Enhanced transparency in the journal processes:
a. How to join reviewer pool
b. How to join editorial board
c. Submissions and publication process
3. Collect metrics
Who is in the reviewer pool, editorial board, authorship (accepted,
submitted/rejected) including race/ethnicity, gender, subject matter expertise,
institution, job title, country. Identify underrepresented groups (and topics).
4. Writing resources
Provide connections to writing resources (overlap with recommendations from LMIC
issue #27)
5. Mentorship
Work on opening doors and breaking out of the old boys club/networks
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NEXT STEPS: Make EHP relevant to people outside (ISSUE #3)
Highlighted sections are what we discussed on Day 3, based on our notes copied here from
the first day. (New material is highlighted)
CONVENERS: Richard Kwok and Tracey Woodruff
PARTICIPANTS: David Reif, David Peden, Liz Geltman, Susan Booker Woolard, Sally
Darney, Erin Dooley, Hui Hu, Judy Thomas, Heather Patisaul
Day 3 PARTICIPANTS: Richard Kwok, Keeve Nachman, Sally Darney, Tracey Woodruff,
Judy Thomas, Tara Sabo-Attwood, Rachel Shaffer, Susan Booker Woolard Woolard, Kristen
Cosselman, Kathy Crabtree, Kim McAllister, Heather Patisaul
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION:
One Goal–how to improve EHP being the go-to place for environmental health science/issue
How to make journal more accessible/visible/understandable to outside audiences/Options
for showing what is important and connecting it to others
Editor’s choice paper – identify those papers that are regulatory/policy interest
Beyond our scope - highlights related articles – surveying other journals
Have a highlights section/explain the “so what” in bullets – short box – or just one line in
the abstract as to what the results mean.
o Could be reused in social media / tweet / news articles
o Help the journal better communicate study findings
o EHP could facilitate this (have an associate editor to write up what the article means
for the editor to highlight)
- Add leading questions in the “instruction to authors” to help guide what the author
should clarify / expand on as to what their study results mean
- Doesn’t necessarily need to be at submission – could be after the review too
Goal is to make the articles more easily accessible to a broad / general audience to raise
visibility and grow the base of readers and expand the impact of the journal. More
readers = higher visibility = more impact = greater desire to submit high profile papers =
more readers = higher visibility… (and the cycle builds on itself).
Have articles link to other journals/articles of interest –
Look at other journals to see what they’re doing in terms of social media and
increasing visibility of articles
Invite authors provide a short summary of why your article is important/provide social
media content to post and cross-promote
Translate into Spanish and other languages – summary pieces – translate pieces for
social media content
Low literacy translation
Require infographics for articles – or invite authors to provide infographic
More synthesis orientation in the journal
Promote/emphasize systematic reviews
Note that academics may be discouraged from writing review articles –– re promotions -
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Communication and Outreach
Review/evaluate effectiveness of news section/communication tools – see if it is
effective/doing what it is supposed to - Review reach of content/social media –
Make sure we’re reaching the right audiences
Work with communications office at the researcher’s institution to do press releases
since EHP typically doesn’t do press releases due to clearance requirements.
Proactively encourage researcher’s institution press office to highlight research that was
published in EHP.
Tie to local issues to raise visibility in their community.
Invest in news development and promotion
Society of Environmental Journalists
Host a journalist’s day/webinar/info sessions
Should there be other content ways to convey information – podcasts? others
Podcasts/voice thread
More summary information that is a weekly digest/daily digest that is sent out – daily or
weekly communication
Should AEs do an identification of key articles a week/month – use as a method to
encourage new/young reviewers
EHP starting an editor’s comment feature--so make sure that you have a breadth of
investigator levels
Making research relevant/policy focus
Policy issue/focus of EHP/articles that are more policy/translation – focus on
environmental health policy research – as a topic area –
Papers that are peer reviewed/about policy/policy implications – need to make sure and
have the right reviewers. Being an expert in policy analysis not necessarily mean a
scientist who has an opinion about policy
Sponsor a policy 101 piece / standing or recurring section
Open a forum to have the dialogue to have this in different types of ways to convey this
information
Other ways to promote EHP science
Should EHP have theme articles - synthesis article – (senior and early stage should be
included)/special collections
o May need to dedicate editorial support to ensure that this happens, and reviews are
prioritized.
Or a theme/topic areas – EJ collection was a good idea In addition – having a living/digital theme/tagged articles that add to a living database
that are visual – (like a network map), evidence map, visual dashboard so people can
easily navigate to groups of articles. Using tags to aggregate articles. Ways to cross
link/highlight/tag articles
o Summarize the rolling TOC to help readers know what was published (either in an
email digest or other format to educate readers)
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Explore tagging / digital tools to allow people to easily navigate what they topics they
are interested in
o Make tags searchable so that the tags can build into “virtual issues”.
o Have a computer / machine learning to catalogue and organize tags on the incoming
articles. / May require a human editor to refine as necessary to ensure accuracy
Should EHP have topic areas? Like Exposure, Children’s Health
o
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NEXT STEPS: Diversity in Article Types, Making sure all of the scientific
disciplines are represented (ISSUE #8)
PARTICIPANTS: David Peden, Erin Hines, Michele La Merrill, Bernard Robaire, Melissa
Gonzales, Gwen Collman, Aisha Dickerson, Cecilia Alcala, and others
New items from Day 3 are highlighted in blue.
ACTION ITEMS:
1. It would be helpful to see section/subject headers for each article (epidemiology,
human clinical exposures, animal toxicology, mechanistic, modeling). This would
transparently display what the article design is for readers.
2. Train the future with more tools provided by the journal. See below. Cross train
young investigators with the skills and support of senior scientists. Other societies
have websites (ENDO) to support training. If hours can be obtained by the training or
certification of the training, then this can be used for tenure and promotion.
https://www.endocrine.org/our-community/career-and-professionaldevelopment/career-development-workshops is an example of how other societies
do training. Cross training younger scientists in the peer review process by co
reviewing with a senior PI would be beneficial as well.
3. Include special editions. They can speak to needs and bring together ideas and
concepts that are missing elsewhere.
What is EHP’s scope?
Some researchers view EHP as a journal that would not accept their research because they
view the journal as an epidemiologic journal. The hope is that all authors with environmental
research fell comfortable and compelled to bring their research to EHP. NIEHS grantees
submit their work to the agency’s journal, thinking it would be relevant and they are rejected.
They believe that mechanistic or basic laboratory science should also be included in the
journal and sometimes they feel that is not the interest of the journal. But Joel Kaufman
emphasized that EHP’s composition reflects its submission.
Show the public the categories of information that the journal publishes.
A possible solution to provide transparency is to report at the end of each year a breakdown
or dashboard, reflecting the types of articles that are submitted, reviewed and accepted to
EHP based on discipline-epidemiology, human clinical exposures, modeling, or basic
laboratory research (with categories divided as you see fit). Many perceive this to be a
journal for epidemiology only. EHP may want to reintroduce the subtopic headers that the
journal used to have to contribute to diversity in articles. List the particular disciplines and if
the journal sees a paucity of submissions, maybe that could be acknowledged and
addressed.
Associate editors might want to be from different backgrounds-there may not be editors with
background in controlled human exposures or other areas. Physician scientists have reqs for
CME credits (no monetary charge) but take training i.e. cross train young investigators on
how to be good journal editors. Some type of documentation or a certificate showing
documentation of work supporting the journal may be helpful to scientists as they move up
the tenure ladder or the promotion scale. The journal ENDO provides a good example.
https://www.endocrine.org/our-community/career-and-professional-development/careerdevelopment-workshops
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PR improvement needed re scope and timely reviews
Historically, scientists especially new or young investigators, are dissuaded from submitting
to EHP based on the process. The submission to accepted process may take too long. The
rigor of reviews is overly intense, especially at the second step of reviews after initial
response to comments. The second round of reviewers may propose changes as intense as
in the first round, etc. As people stop looking to submit at EHP, they also stop reading the
journal. A communications effort may be necessary to change perception.
Consider special edition journals with a focus
In the past, EHP had subsections that allowed for incorporation of specific research types,
but that approach was abandoned. Some feel this may have left a void in specific research
types, like mechanistic or pathways work.
It would be worth considering a special edition. Papers can be accepted as they are received
and when all are received, they can be pulled together into an online special edition. Special
issues like environmental race inequalities or work from developing countries might be worth
exploring. Special issues can be coordinated through strong leadership and include
seasoned veterans as well as young investigators. Specific invites to people within a field
might be helpful to bring people back to EHP who may be now publishing elsewhere. It might
also be good to do a bit of open solicitation for the special issues because sometimes you
don’t know what you don’t know. Hot topics and summaries of external meetings would bring
new material to the table.
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/funding/grants/mechanisms/r13u13/index.cfm (lots of meetings
happen via the NIH). Also, an example article from a meeting summary is here.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1289/ehp.5686
Be transparent about your process:
It would be helpful to those who submit to EHP to know what the timeline is, i.e., within one
week would an author hear back from the journal about whether it will be sent out for review?
Will it be another month before the author hears back from reviewers? Metrics for status and
editors following those metrics over time might be helpful.
Allow for growth with new foci
We heard that a new feature has been added to EHP to allow for letters to be written about
specific topics. We feel this is a good addition. Hurricanes, pandemics, at risk populations,
etc.
Young investigators are our future.
Our younger investigators are interested in authorship in the journal, but the authors are
limited if the EHP turnaround is too slow. Younger members Aisha Dickerson and Cecilia
Alcala are serving roles in support of EHP. But are there reviewers who are just beginning
their career? Younger reviewers reject articles more frequently, typically. Maybe a mentoring
program like what the journal ENDO does is to provide mentoring to young scientists by
senior scientists on or exiting the editorial board would be great to train the next generation
and to give great reviews. Provide training between senior and junior investigators to allow
younger investigators to learn to review. Sr. investigator attests that both of you do review.
The journal ENDO has a mentoring process that trains the younger investigators that might
be worth exploring for guidance. Credit for this type of training with NIH training grants. EHP
tutorial video, etc. for young investigators.
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NEXT STEPS: How to encourage participation, rigor, and appreciation of
reviewers at EHP (ISSUE #2)
PARTICIPANTS: Sara Adar, Kristen Cosselman, Windy Boyd
RELATED TOPICS: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion and Early Stage Investigators
FIRST STEPS:
1) Improve transparency in terms of expectations for number of reviews to
complete/year and the way in which writing strong reviews leads to invitations to
editorial review board and then associate editor positions. This might be done
through adding this information to the website, including in emails during
submissions and invitations to review, or a white paper.
2) Create training materials and mentoring system for encouraging rigorous and quality
reviews. This mentoring system could also be used to recruit new reviewers to the
editorial community including those that represent diversity in scientific expertise,
populations, institution, country of origin, career stage, etc.
3) Create a reward structure for strong reviewers that is more visible and useful for
promotion. This might be publishing a list of reviewers for the journal at the end of the
year with “winners circles” or something like that to acknowledge high quality and
highly productive reviewers.
4) Maintaining an engaged and quality list of reviewers by having a nomination system
for unknown but excellent reviewers. Actively look for new researchers and underrepresented populations to be part of the reviewer group and potential participants in
the mentoring program.
5) Identify priority topic areas for the journal and ensure that there is representation of
those topic areas on the Associate Editor team and Editorial Review Board.
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NEXT STEPS: Planetary Health (ISSUE #7)
PARTICIPANTS: Howard Frumkin and John Stegeman
Issues of planetary health (#7) are also present in much of the prior notes from #32 and #34,
and notes from these all could be combined.
We think that it is important to have EHP join the conversation on these topics in a serious
way. This could be through special issues or supplemental issues. There had been
discussion about sub-journals, such as in Lancet Planetary Health. There also could be EHP
consideration of special Commissions as Lancet does. That would be beyond the journal
itself.
We suggest that special issues may an efficient way for the Journal to have impact in these
areas.
We could easily see great value in special issues on some aspect of climate and health.
This would not be like many other journals that focus on Climate. Climate has been written
about extensively.
But some sub-system, for example, Climate and Oceans and Public Health, or the public
health consequences of actively moving infrastructure of cities away from vulnerable coastal
areas or addressing the vulnerable communities in the Global South as climate changes,
could be effective.
Such a special issue could be organized with a guest editor who would actively solicit the
authors and prepare a substantive set of papers and recommendations.
This would not be just findings but solutions, which may include policy.
We want to strongly emphasize that there is urgency in the issues. Planetary health issues
are going to become dominant in the next 10-20 years. EHP can and should make a
difference.
And as an aside, I want to give a bit of different perspective, and related to the summit. Feb
3 and 4, there was the NAS launch of the US participation in the UN Decade of Ocean
Science for Sustainable Development. At that launch, I made the case that all ocean
science – like most other science – ultimately is all about the health and well-being of
People! And there is urgency.
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NEXT STEPS: Publishing Applied and Community Engaged Research at
EHP (ISSUE #5)
CONVENER(S): Matt Dellinger
PARTICIPANTS: Matt Dellinger, Bono Sen, John Stegeman
ASSOCIATED ISSUES:
1. How to encourage publication of applied and community driven research that is rigorous
but reports on small cohorts and interdisciplinary work that may not directly report health
outcomes or exposures.
2. Not clear if methodologically focused works, such as those sharing community
engagement/recruitment best practices will be well received either editorially or in peer
review at EHP
3. Applied research is often limited in scope due to “on the ground” context.
4. As above, sample size is often limited.
5. Applied/translational research must publish short term progress on long-term public
health issues.
6. Esoteric considerations: Explorations of how to apply scientific research in community
settings may require philosophical discussions. Some examples:
a. If research lacks statistical power to draw causal conclusions, do the methods and
community reception still justify EHP publication?
b. Are there other standards of efficacy, public health promotion, etc. that would not rely
on traditionally accepted work that rely on large cohorts, strong statistical power,
etc.?
i. The most rigorous science in the world will not necessarily translate to
community adoption and improvement to environmental health
IMMEDIATE NEXT STEPS:
1. Would like to see EHP publish work that demonstrates how basic research is translated
into practice in the afore-mentioned contexts.
2. Recommend creating a new article type such as “Methods and Practice” at EHP
a. Either new article category and/or special edition (could kick off with special edition,
guest editors, etc.)
b. Creates a space for the publishing of work that doesn’t fit the contemporary EHP
mold without compromising standards or rigor.
c. Such a space would also send a message to reluctant (or possibly disillusioned)
authors to submit to EHP.
d. Also, a way for EHP to take leadership role in mainstreaming these methods for
researchers who could use guidance on community engagement, application, and
translation strategies.
3. Authors also have a responsibility: If reviewers, authors, editors could be on same page
with recommendations, perhaps that would help across the board.
a. Authors of applied, translational, and community engaged articles should be
encouraged to explain very clearly why our work conforms to different constraints
and adds to the existing knowledge of important environmental health concepts.
b. Instructions for authors: EHP could consider soliciting volunteers/staff/editors to draft
guidelines for the scope and standards of a new article type if they choose this
option.
i. Perhaps guidelines of sections: “Translation, policy implications, recruitment
implications” etc.
ii. Part of strategic plan document?
iii. Cover letter guidance.
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NEXT STEPS: Community outreach and engagement (ISSUE #12)
CONVENER: Kristin Inman
PARTICIPANTS: Susan Booker Woolard, Erin Dooley, Elizabeth Seymour.
TOPICS DISCUSSED:
Kristin originally proposed this as “how to write a paper” how to review a paper, but the rest
of the audience were thinking it was more how to communicate to the lay audience.
Discussed today was specific action items to ensure EHP content makes its way to the
intended audience.
Do we want to reach out to lay audience? Susan made the point that we don’t want to dilute
our message.
Elizabeth Seymour- could have researchers and scientists present annual conferences that
link the relationships between EH and how to treat patients.
ES mentioned several organizations that we may want to target to make sure they are aware
of the research being published: Academy of Environmental Medicine, American Medical
Association, Institute of Functional Medicine.
Kristin- a first step should be a clear description of the audience for the different content.
Susan- Research articles, News, and some of the new Correspondence article types will all
have different article types, and we should be aware of how they are different and how they
interact. How to reach each of those audiences?
Once we identify networks, how to reach out to them?
Elizabeth- start small and work your way up. Another one is the Institute of Functional
Medicine (IFM)- has physicians that would be more open to toxic exposures, etc.
Susan: who on AE board has connections that could help us reach these organizations.
What next?
Elizabeth- let them know that we are here, what we do, and this content is there. For
instance, IFN talks about detox. This would be relevant.
Kristin- so perhaps targeted social media. Connect authors and institutions. Does EHP have
a role to connect institutions with authors?
Susan- probably not. We probably support the people making those connections. Rather
than linking the two groups directly. Support people making decisions by making them aware
of us.
Susan thinks the first step would be to identify who we want to reach out to and let the how
arise organically.
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NEXT STEPS: Data repo and FAIR Data (ISSUES #10 and #20)
PARTICIPANTS: Stephanie Holmgren, Sergio Ibarra-Espinosa, Elena Naumova, David Reif
ASSOCIATED ISSUES: #33, maybe others
IMMEDIATE NEXT STEPS:
The group quickly reviewed the outcomes from the previous two discussions and focused in
on the following key themes. The group expressed interest in continuing the discussion
beyond the summit.
Data sharing
Would like EHP to commit to requiring data sharing (for at least non-human data)
and associated code
Need to consider what’s necessary to ensure compliance
Tag articles to quickly see which ones have published data in a repo
Create two different publication types: data brief (which describes generation of a
dataset similar to Scientific Data) and a resource profile (description,
advantages/disadvantages of using it, for what purpose the resource is best used,
etc.)
Data standards
At the core of reproducibility and replication is standards – use of standards to
conduct studies and to report out on the studies
Raise awareness of the value of using domain standards and encourage authors to
adopt existing standards where they apply.
Begin the process of applying TOP guidelines
Note: Stephanie London was hosting another topic and was unable to participate in
the discussion regarding her recommendations for supporting reproducibility of
environmental epidemiology research.
Data visualization
Enable more dynamic visualization of data; support .mp4, dynamic maps, etc.
Additional suggestions
Create a (Deputy) Editor for Data Science position.
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Closing Comments from Participants (from Zoom chat stream)
Here is what we had to say, at the end of 16 hours of Zoom meetings, on three separate
days, spread out over just more than one week, working through all the issues detailed in
these proceedings:
09:56:20

How would I describe the summit?? Eye-opening, informative, energizing,
community building

09:56:40

Agreed. Very creative, thoughtful, and energizing.

09:57:38

Hi - thanks for a great meeting

09:57:43

I really appreciate the support and regard for the journal that folks have shown

09:58:06

The interest in helping EHP expand its reach and impact stood out for me.

09:58:43

So productive. I have to zoom out for our departmental seminar, but this was
such a positive process with a fabulous group of people.

09:58:53

We could invite other Associate Editors and Editorial Review Board members to
join the LinkedIn community

09:59:55

Thanks for including me in the strategic planning exercise. I really appreciate the
opportunity to meet with everyone and share ideas. I think so highly of EHP and
the people who make it great, so it's been a privilege to be a part of this. Cheers.

10:01:15

I think the process was surprisingly effective, and there will be changes that will
increase significant impact of the journal in the broader issues of environmental
health.

10:07:40

I saw lots of positive interaction in each and every session I attended, and I am
glad that EHP has such a strong group of stakeholders to support it! Lots of great
recommendations that are very doable in the near future, and more long-term,
sustainable ideas as well

10:07:51

Heartfelt thanks to everyone for participating! Amazing to see the interest in and
support for the journal, and the desire to help it achieve its potential!!

10:09:42

Was nice to interact with so many different people

10:10:49

Thank you for the opportunity to participate. Unfortunately, need to prepare for
my next meeting. Look forward to being engaged in this effort.

10:13:03

Thanks Everyone for very interesting conversations. I need to go to another
meeting.

10:26:23

Thanks everyone!! Great meeting!

10:26:24

Great to meet a lot of you. See you virtually!!

To be continued… in the new EHP Community group at LinkedIn
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